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(This is the second article of a sixpart series which has emphasized the
use of Me county's administrative code
as a major part 'of carrying out the
Intent of county home rule.
Have you a problem with the county
which requires fiscal court attention? A
bill to be paid? A complaint? An
inquiry? Then you need to know how
fiscal court operates and what its
powers are. These have changed too.
The County Home Rule Act says:
Fiscal court shall not exercise
authority except as specifically
assigned by statute. This provision
complements the Judge-Executive Act
making a judge the chief executive
officer. Fiscal court sets the policies
and follows up in an oversight capacity.
The act further says: Fiscal Court...
may enact ordinances, issue
regulations, levy taxes, issue bonds,
appropriate funds and employ personnel in performance of (the various)
public functions. . .
Clearly and for the first lime, fiscal
court has become a law-making body.
This plus the taxing and appropriation
powers, distinguishes the legislative
from the executive branches of
government.
County ordinances which carry
penalties will apply countywide including cities unless a city has the same
or a more stringent ordinance.
Fiscal court is further required to
appropriate the funds required by law
to provide for necessary public
facilities including the care and
maintenance of county buildings. The
budget, for example, must include
funds for the county judge-executive
salary, the corner's salary, the PVA's
office expenses, voting machine
payments and election expenses,
county debts payments and audit expenses.

To Open June 13
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The Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Greenhouse and Garden
Committee has announced the grand
opening of the Senior Citizens Corn-munity Garden at 11:00 a. m. on
Tuesday, June 13, at the farm of Hemp
Brooks, adjacent to Calloway County
High School.
This program is for Senior Citizens 60
years of age and older who wish to have
a gatden to help supplement their food
bills.
Many people have been active and
have donated their time and efforts to
make this garden a success. It is still
not too late to participate in this
program, a spokesman said.
For more information, persons may
call the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Office at 753-0929
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Mailbox Vandalism Is
A Continuing Problem

FINAL REMAINS—A sign remains the last vestige of the former Houston-McDevitt Clinic being
razed for a new
pharmacy office building in the future. The clinic was gutted by fire in October, 1976. The site ,has
been purchased
by Steve Compton and Kenneth Owens who plan to build the pharmacy. Razing of the building is being
preformed
by Tommy and Ralph Bogard, who is pictured.

And The Winner Is..

Mailbox vandalism is a continuing
problem and the
consequence of
anyone convicted of the crime can be
tough, local U. S. Postal Service officials say.
"Every year or citizens experience
property damage, and loss or
destruction of mail as a result of
mailbox vandalism," reports Fred
Jackson, officer-in-charge of the U. S.
Post Office in Murray.
Jackson says that For the most
part," The vandalism is caused by
youths who live in the community
where the damage occurs.
The Calloway County Sheriff, Max
Morris, also reports "several cases" of
mailbox vandalism that his office has
investigated in past weeks.
According to Jackson, vandalism to
a mailbox is a federal ermine' offense
which is punishable by a fine of not
more than *1,000 or imprisonment of
not over three years. Plus, the
destruction of property is normally
prosecutable as a violation of local law,
he added.
"But, just as important as the
criminal violation is the moral wrong of

destroying that which belongs to
another person. The youth of this
community must be made aware that
the mailbox vandalism now occuring is
both a criminal violation and a moral
wrong," Jackson said.
Jackson urged persons who have
knowledge concerning any mailbox
violation to reveal that information "so
that appriate action can be taken." The
postmaster will, when necessary,
provide the information to local law
enforcement officers and to the Postal
Inspection Service, a federal law enforcement agency." Jackson said.
"With the full cooperation of the
various school, law enforcement and
community leaders in our area, we can
stop this serious problem." Jackson
said.

MSU Professor
On 12-Month
Exchange Trip

•

Dr. Phillip B. Niffenegger, since 1975
assistant professor of marketing at
Murray State University, has been
selected for a 12-month European
professor
exchange
program
authorized by the Fulbright-Hays Act
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Final
challenger Jess Ramey of Waynesburg
and directed by the Bureau of Higher
Monday were incumbent Democrat
smeyer.
certification of the winners of the May
in the 5th District; and veteran Demoand
Ron Mazzoli and Republican Norbert
Continuing Education in the DeparAfter
the board signs the cer23 primary is eteected Monday, when
cratic Congressman Carl Perkins of
tment of Health, Education_ and
Leveronne in the 3rd District;
tification,
it
is
sent
to
the
winning
the state Board of Elections meets.
Hindman in the 7th District.
Welfare in Washington.
Democrat George Clarke Martin in the
candidates.
The three-member board was able to
Also scheduled to be affirmed as
Dr. Niffene er will leave in August
4th and state Sen. Tom Easterly of
certify, or make official, the results of
winners are District Judge J. Calvin
Frankfort, who upset.incumbent Demofor
The board will later approve the
Bristol,
less than half the primary contests
Alcery Somerset and Court of Appeals
cratic Congressmen John Breckinridge
England, where he
official
ballot
for
the
general
election
to
when it met last Monday becattse the
Justice John D. White of Manchester in
in the 6th District.
will replace John
each county court clerk, but must wait
results from three counties had not
the Supreme Court race. They will face
Pallister, a senior
until
55
days
before
election
the
when
been received.
each other in the November general
The board is composed of Secretary
lecturer
there will be a drawing between Aker
in
Charlotte
Mullins, executive
election.
of State Drexell Davis, Republican Earl
marketing
and
White
as
to
at
which
one
is
listed
first
secretary for the Board of Elections,
The primary winners certified last
Searcy and Democrat Raymond BosBristol Polytechnion the ballot.
said two of the missing counties, Carter
c.
The
two
and Jacicson, came In Tuesday, vitae
professor
s will exthe final county, ',etcher, arrived in
change homes, furFriday's mail.
Dr. Niffenegger nishings, cars and
Carter and Jackson counties are in
teaching responsibilities for the 12
the 5th Congressional District, while
month period, which begins in August.
Local
authoritie
s
continued their entrance to Murray-Calloway County
[.etcher County is in the 7th District.
of Mayfield on U.S. 45N. A routine
A native of South Haven, Mich., Dr.
search today for a county man wanted Hospital.
Thus the primaries for Congress in
check of the vehicle found blood on the
Niffenegg
er, his wife, Joann, and their
in
connectio
n
with
the beating of a
those two districts could not be certiinside.
son, Eric, will live at Wooton-underMurray woman Wednesday night.
Authorities found a truck late
fied.
Mrs. McChesney was registered as a
Edge,in Gloucestershire 19 miles from
A Murray Police spokesman said Wednesday night registered to Cathey,
The missing counties also held up the
junior at Murray State University last
the Polytechnic campus in the
early today that authorities continue in Graves County about five miles south
certification of the apparent winners in
semester.
Pallisters' three-bedroom, central
their
search
for
24-ye
ar-old Hal B
the Democratic and Republican priheated and recently redecorated home.
C,at.hey who faces first degree assalut
maries for the U.S. Senate and the topIn return, Pallister and his wife,
charges
in
connectio
n with the beating
two vote getters for a state Supreme
Sheila. and their two children, Heidi,8,
of 26-year-old Vickie McChesney of
Court judgeship from the 3rd Judicial
and Martin, 5, will arrive in Murray in
1619e2 Olive in Murray.
District that includes Jackson County.
early August and for the next year
The winners expected to be certified
A spokesman for Western Baptis'
make their home at 707 Elm Street,
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Oakley, Robert 0. Miller, Otis Erwin,
Monday are Democratic incumbent
Hospital in Paducah said early tothe
where the Niffeneggers live.
Board formally accepted about $2,500 in
Jim Fain and Tommy Walker gave the
Walter "Dee" Huddleston and
the woman remains in very critical
additional federal funds that will be
Both profeesors will be granted oneexecutive
committe
go-ahead
e
the
to
Republican state representative Louie
condition with severe head injuries.
year leaves of absence with pay by
used the part of an over $350,000 exnegotiate with Bill Williamson of
Guenthner Jr. of Louisville in the
their schools to participate in the
pansion project at the local airport.
Houston, Mo., who wants to establish an
Senate race; incumbent Republican
According to Murray Police, the
program, designed to provide
Meeting
in
a
special
agricultur
called meeting
e aviation business at the
Congressman Tim Lee Carter of
woman was discovered about 9:30 p.m
Friday
educator
afternoo
s with a broader unn
board
airport.
members
Tompkinsville
and
Democratic Wednesday at the emergency
derstanding ot the way of life and the
Melvin Henley, David Hill, Hugh
room
Oakley, who chairs the board, called
_
the idea a good one, and Miller said reducational system of the host countries.
farmers in the area would use it.
The Niffeneggers will attend a fourDentures?
In other business at that meeting:
day
orientation in Washington in early
—The executive committee is exAugust before going to the United
pected to find out whether an existing
Kingdom and to Bristol.
well at the airport will furnish water for
The Murray professor was one of 100
the agriculture aviation service, should
selected
from across the United States
it be approved, in addition to present
by HEW's Board of Foreign Scholarairport needs.
ships to participate in the program. He
—Board members are also expected
Also, state welfare funding for
holds-two degrees from the University
Any car insurance policy you are
to continue a study of making jet fuel
increase in funding for education, most
abortions will be allowed only if your
of
Michigan at Ann Arbor, earning his
issued after next Jan. I will have to
available
at the local airport. - • • -of which will start with the new school
life is in danger.
undergraduate degree in 1964 and his
fully cover replacement costs of wind
-Board members went into an
year and features salary raises of up to
If you're a woman contemplating
master's in 1965, both in business adshields and headlights, even if
$1,400 for teachers.
executive session to discuss land
.1
divorce, you will no longer deductible coverage,kia included for
ministration.
A number of changes in the state's
acquisition.
automatically obtain child custody as other items. '
Last August, he was awarded a doc•
coal severance tax, with its companion
generally has been the case. Courts will
toral degree in business administration
And if you leave your„Job you won"
financing of roads and other facilities,
have to consider both parents hence- automaticalle lose your health in
with a marketing major by the College
also begin with the new fiscal year.
forth in that role.
of Business Administration at the
surance coverage.
On the other hand, the revamped
Some laws either will take effect
University of South Carolina. ColumYou would be able to continue buying
strip mine regulations under which
later this year or already have been
bia.
coverage under certain types of plan.
, Kentucky
adheres to federal
carried out earlier by regulation.
GATI1NBURG, Tenn.—Kentucky
without having to show you were still
requirements went into effect lastFor example, the Legislature voted
newspapers in Lexington, Henderson,
instfable.
month.
an end to mandatory motor vehicle
Owingsville and Franklin have won
If you are a poor person, one an'
inspection and that would have ocportant additional benefit for you take
sweepstakes awards for their
The new laws concerning parents and
One Section — 12 Pages
curred Saturday. But Gov. Julian
effect Saturday.
categoriee in the Kentucky Press
schoolchildren seem in the main
Business
Page
8
Carroll eliminated the program weeks
If there is an emergency and you
Association's Spring Newspaper Conpositive.
Classifieds
9,10,11
ago by executive order.
cannot get aid from the usual welfare
test.
There will be no mere fees charged
Comics
9
programs, a crisis assistance program
The Sunday Herald-Leader, the
for instructional materials in schools
Crosswords
12
And a new act will require vehicle
will allow you to obtain short term help
Henderso
n
Gleaner,
the Bath County
and textbooks will be orovided free.
Deaths & Funerals
12
owner* to carry proof of insurance
The state Department for Humat
News-Outlook and the Franklin
All public school pupils will be tested
Dear Abby
2
through anotherwindshield sticker, but
Resources will handle it.
Favorite
won sweepstakes, or general
in the third, fifth, seventh and 10th
Fins
4,5
that won't go into effect until Sept. 1.
Some other immediate results of las.
excellence awards.
grades to determine how they have
Horoscopes
2 12
Meantime, the state already is
winter's session:
The Murray Ledger & Times capmastered basic skills, and school
Let's Stay Well
3operating
under
year-round
If you're cited for a traffic violatioi
tured awards in the Daily Divisionsystems will have to provide special
Local Scene
2
registration of motor vehicles, as of outside Kentucky, the
meeting.
during
KPA
Class
the
I
state will hay.
classes or programs for those doing
Opinion Page
3
Jan.!, but that law actually was passed
the power to negotiate agreeemene
Competing in the same newspaper
poorly.
Sports
6,7
In the 1976 session.
with that state on your behalf. The'
Gleaner
Henderso
The
group
as
in
and
n
If you want your child in kinThe 1978 Legislature passed 414 bills, could help if you have to
The News-Enterprise in Elizabethtown,
post a larg
dergarten
,
provide
state
the
will
a
class
more than in any session in the past
bond or go straight to court.
two top awards winners, The Murray
for youngsters who are 5 by Sept. 1.
decade or more.
If you are a homemaker displace,
Ledger & Times won second place
If your child is suspended from public
liewever, most of these laws involved from your role because
wares for front page and sports pages
of death of a
school,
he
or
she will have the op-.
special interests or governmental spouse or divorcee.a
Mostly sunny .this morning?"
and took a third place award for
new series O. portunity of a hearing before suspenagencies, or were so broad they apply.era proems 010
becoming partly sunny In the.
,tYPogephy.
Witten& And cow
sion_
—
-.
• on Vrcertatn ellisten of Citlienifor oc- seling will be drawn up for
afteinoon. Highs from the mid
you.
Insurance policyholders will get
The awards were given to
cupational groups.
70s to near 80. Clear and cool
If you need federal flood insuraru, some breaks
newspapers winning the largest
from new statutes.
Thus,a new $7.5 billion take effect for
tonight Lows from the mid 50s to
for your home, your county fiscal cote'
For example, insurance firms will
number of top awards in individual
the next two fiscal years, beginning
near 60. Mostly sunny Saturday
will be able to pass local regulations I
not be allowed to raise your rates when
categories of judging.
July 1.
;lied
a little warmer Highs in the
allow the county to qualify for suc
you have an accident that is not your
The awards were presented Friday
And it provies a record $276 minion
low and mid 80s.
coverage.
fault.
night during the association's summer
meeting in Gatlinburg. Tenn.

Election Certification Due Monday

Police Still Seek County Man

Board Accepts Money

New Laws To Have Far-Reaching Impact
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,lcji.(AP)
like wine with your meals? Beginning
Saturday, you'll be allowed to drink it
In restaurants — in wetreas — that up
to now have not been allowed to obtain
licenses to serve wine.
Are you an impatient driver at
stoplights' Starting Saturday, you'll be
able to make a left turn at red lights
from a one-way street onto another oneway street.
Are you in need of dentures, but can't
afford them' As of Saturday, you can
ask the state to buy them for you.
If you are older than 81, blind,
disabled or poor, you may obtain state
assistance for partial payment of your
,utility bills.
Those are some of the laws passed by
the 1978 General Assembly which take
effect on the 90th day after adjournment of the Legislature.
Other acts relating rather directly to
citizens are not so innocuous or
beneficial.
If you're a somewhat reckless or
unlucky motorist, you'll discover that
the fines for moving violations have
increased considerably — by $15 in
most cases In addition, court costs in
district courts will rise from ;10 to
1?7.50.'
If you're a woman who chooses to
have an abortion, your health insurance will no longer cover it
automatically An extra payment will
be needed for coverage.

Newspaper Wins

Division Awards
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lpecut-0466*By Abigail Van Buren

Get Off Thi1s, Ride
And Start new!
DEAR ABBY: I have been receiving financial help from
a married man.(He's my boss I work in his office.) He is
also my No. 1.boyfriend. He says he loves me, and that the
only difference between our relationship and marriage is
that he -has to get up and go home.
I love him in a way, but a girl gets awfully tired hiding
all the time. I would like to be able to get dressed up and go
out with my man where I can see people and they can see
me. And I would eventually like to be married.
Other men have asked me out, but I don't dare accept
because it might get back to my boss.
What can I do? Am I destined to be stuck with this man
behind closed doors for the rest of my life because I have
accepted financial help from him? How does a woman get
off this kind of merry-go-round?
TRAPPED IN TACOMA
DEAR TRAPPED:She walks out of his office and out of
his life and finds another job. Then she supports herself
without "help,- like millions of qther self-respecting
women do. And if she's wise, she moves out of the city and
leaves no forwarding address.
All you can expect from the kind of merry-go-round
you're on is a brass ring. Try for a gold one.
DEAR ABBY: A famous British novelist who was
known to be a singularly unlovable man, presented an
interesting problem in etiquette for which perhaps you can
provide a solution.
It was reported that at a dinner party he was seated
beside an American woman who, ins effort to initiate some
pleasant conversation, praised his most recent novel.
His response was. "I thought it was quite good, but now
that I know that a common, vulgar American woman such
as you likes it, I'm not so sure."
The question: If I were the lady's husband, or escort,
what should I do? Dueling is out, for obvious reasons.
Should I ignore the remark? Complain to the hostess?
Leave the premises, taking the lady with me? Call him an
unmannerly swine? Or empty my soup bowl over his head?
VILLANOVA,PA.
DEAR VILL Your question suggests that you are still
living in the days when dueling was "in." Today. women do
not need men to protect them in social situations.
If I were the lady in question. I would assume that the
man was either very drunk, an ill-mannered snob, or both.
And I'd have given him the back of my head for the
duration of the dinner. f P.S. Just because a dog barks.
doesn't mean you have to answer him.)
DEAR ABBY: Thanks for the kind words you had for
short people. My husband is short. Years ago, I came upon
one of our sons and his young friend just as the friend
taunted,"My Daddy is taller than your Daddy!"
Without batting an eyelash, our son replied,"My Daddy
is tall enough."
Oh, that all short people had the wisdom of that
4-year-old!
CAROLYN R. IN TUCSON,ARIZ.
DEAR CAROLYN: For those who boast that tall Ea
better, read Francis Bacon. "Wise nature did never put
her precious jewels into is garret four stones high."
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Oki." Send SI with a long,
self-addressed, stamped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUNT FURNITURE
Custom Bud' Furn,ture
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Saturday, June 10
Activities at the Land
Between the Lakes will include audio visual presentation and auto tour featuring
the giant Canada Goose at two
p.m., and slide program on
local sport fishes at 3:30 p.m.,
both at Center Station.

Sunday, June 11
Open house will be held at
The Homeplace 1850, living
history farm now under
construction in Land Between
the Lakes at 2:30 p.m.
Monday, June 12
Free swim leslons will be
given at Kenlake State Park.
Sign up times are tadpoles, ten
a.m.; beginners 10:30 a.m.;
advanced beg.,, 11:30 a.m.;
older persons and teen-agers
who have never had swimming lessons, 12 noon: intermediates and swimmer;
12:30 p.m. For information
call Debbie Hoffman 354-6205.

Grandma's Kitchen will be at
Empire Farm, Land Between
the Lakes,from 12 noon to four
p.m.
Saturday, June 10
Car Wash will be held by
Kirksey UMYF at the Five
Point Standard Station, Highway 121 Bypass and Coldwater
Road, from eight a.m. to four
p.m

Future Prospective Sweet
Adelines will meet at 7:30 p.m.,
at the annex of the First
Christian Church. All interested women are invited.

Saturday, June 10
Car wash by Dexter-Hardin
UMYF will be at DexterHardin United Methodist
Church from nine a.m. to two
p.m.

Penny Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. fohnnie
Walker at 1:30 p.m.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Women will have a
fish fry at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lynear Carter at five
p.m.

WKHA Trophy Horse Show
will be held at the New
Providence Riding Club at
five p.m.
Reunion of 1959 class of New
Concord High School and
family, teachers, and other
members will be held at one
p.m. at the Murray-Callow4
County Park. A picnic lunch
will be served. Call 436-2220
for information.

Girl Scout Day Camp will
start today at 8:30 a.m.
Murray Hairdressers will
meet at -Judy and Shere's
Beauty Salon.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. at the chuxch.

Kentucky State Racking
Horse championships.
sponsored by the Ken-Tenn
Racking Horse Association,
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
will be at six p.m. at the West
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
Kentucky Livestock and
North 7th and Olive.
Exposition Center.

Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
Sunday, June 11
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m
Descendants of J. R.,
Bobby, and Chrissie Ray will
Bethany Sunday School
have a reunion and basket
Class of First Baptist Church
lunch at ten a.m. at the
will meet at Fellowship Hall of
Kenlake State Park.
the church at six p.m.
Reunion of children and
Monday, June 12
family and friends of Harper
Nutrition and weight control
and Maud Tucker will be held
classes will be held at the
at the Kentucky Dam Marina
County Extension Office, 209
picnic area at one of the
Maple Street. Murray, at ter
marked shelters at 1:30 p.m.
a.m. and at 6:30 p.m.
Homecoming of Gordon and
Tuesday, June 13
Br000ks Chapel Cemeteries
Paris Road Homemakers
will be held at Brooks Chapel Club will meet at Colonial
United Methodist Church.
House Smorgasbord at 11:30
a.m.
•
Four Wheel Drive Drag
Race,sponsored by Twin Lake
New
Providence
Four-Wheelers, will be held at Homemakers Club will meet
the Benton Park Grounds at with Rita Burton at one p.m.
one p.m.
Faith Doran Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Sunday, June 11
Women will meet at Colonial
House Smorgasbord for a
Members of the First United
luncheon at 11:30 a.rn
Methodist Church will have a
reception honoring their new
Dexter Senior Citizens will
minister, Dr. Walter E.
meet at the Dexter Center at
Mischke, Jr., Mrs. MiSchke 9:30 a.m. to quilt.
and their family in the social
hall of the church from three
Ellis Center will be open
to five p.m. The public is infrom ten a.m. to three p.m. for
vited to meet the Mischkes.
activities by the Senior
Citizens. Swing and Sway
band will present program at
Grandma's Kitchen will
Douglas meal site at one p.m.
continue at Empire Farm, Shuffleboard
will be at Ellis
Land Between the Lakes, Center
at six p.m.
from twelve noon to four p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.

sho program and discussion
;
of the national bird, eagle, will
4. reaStrat,
be held at Center Station,
Martin's. Chapel United
Land Between the Lakes, at
01,40 10-S
-Methodist Church Women are
n34111 • '
two p.m.
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m.

151111tRAY
Weekend
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FOR MONDAY,JUNE 12, 1471
What kind of day will
extraordinarily versatile: in
torno1rrow be? To find out what
fact, could be called a "Jack of
the stars say, read the forecast
all trades" but, unlike "Jack,"
given for your birth Sign.
you can master any to which
ARIES
you set your mind and heart.
!Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
You are imaginative, artistic,
Stick to the tried-and-true.
something of a mystic and poet,
You can advance your status by
but you attain your goals in a
putting forth best efforts in your
most practical way. Even
own field. Not a good period for
though given to restlessness and
starting new ventures.
impulsiveness, you usually turn
in a top performance. Properly
TAURUS
educated. of course, you could
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
succeed at almost any vocation
You can now find a new way
"Blood Mania"(I)
you choose, as well as an
to display your abilities and
avocation — which would
talents, but don't try the road of
probably be along literary or
mixing business with pleasure.
musical lines.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 114fr
Certain changes in your job
area may bring some confusion
at first. Don't be dismayed
Give yourself time to visualize
the possibilities and you'll be
able to cope.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) (2)
Matinees
Your goal now should be to
7:11.11:111i1:21Saa
capture the attention of those in
Sat. 8. Sun,
position to further your aims,
2:30
so polish up your wares — and
Capri-Cheri
your personality.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)44Z
Time now to get going with
wall MIMI
any new enterprise you've had
Rf/i/R/IF1011(
in mind, 1t try a different
tote Show
approach than you've planned.
Deter Dann.Orsloesolion ley
Fri & Sat.
It is a day when unconventional
04E SAD MEWS
methods will pay off.
Adult
A'IRGO
Entertainment
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) FiP tL
Cheri
Your outlook similar to
Gemini. Routine may be subject
AN
J
to quick changes. Someone in
IT'S FOR II VERY0/411!
.
authority may be acting
erratically, but hold tight and
Just do the best you can.
Uwe nor.
LIBRA
5.21,Fuatiusw..aw.
{Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -AEI
Avoid tendencies toward
haste, emotionalism. Study.
proffered plans, proposals, etc.
New advances indicated. Do not
ELLIOTT GOULD
lose interest in slow-moving
KAREN BLACK
projects.
SCORPIO
CAPRICORN
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MAP
You may be caught in a fire of
cross-purposes. Don't become
anxious: find out where, how
you stand. Be objective,
studying as you go. Profitable
$04
1=1t===b4
bids await the taking.
SAGITTARIUS
1 Nov, 23 to Dec. 21)
Make an extra effort to get
things off to a better start for a
e
much-improved work we'ek.
Attitude, system and tact will
count.
CAPRICORN
s
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
t4
753-7598
Examine your inner feelings
to determine your true sentiments and sense of values.
You may now be misled by your
emotions. Don't overlook
HIDDEN opportunities.
AQI:ARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
With your personality and
persuasiveness, you can be an
effective influence in areas
where stumbling blocks have
been raised. Your spirit of
enterprise stimulated now.
PLS(•ES
1 .Feb 20 to Mar. 20)
Pull down undesirable
With the exception of
barriers; recognize real obstacles. With everything in
very few items
clear focus, you can then reap
fine gains.
10104
104
YOU BORN TODAY are

Traculn'o
,,„s Zug riti

Paving the Way For Big dir Day!

("NE
oipG-

41.===wk..___.1K===X
r
Ou ZoneBag & Beads

Starting Monday, June 12th

25 /0 Off

0

Storewide!

NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW-NEW

%Look What's
NEW!!
Opening Tuesday June 6

$5

stoos

Exhibits by Linda Davenport, Trenton, and John
Lovins, Rineyville, will open
at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, and will run
through June 25.

JERsEys

Twilight Cabaret by Murray
State University Theatre will
open at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park (bathhouse patio in
the old beach area ) at 8.30
p.m. No charge but contributions are accepted

fcf,13`5%-

Groups of First Baptist
'hurch Women will meet as
follows!- I. with Melt- jack
Kennedy at nine a.m ; Janelle
Doyle at church parlor at 4:30
a.m.; II with Mrs !Attie
Jones at ten1.M.; and III with
Mns. E. D. Johnson at'two
p.m.

75M859
Dixieland Center
•
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ETC.

Animal _Actions, 45 minute
walk, will start at four p.m. at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes.

This week featuring Silk Flowers
(includes
per lesson all materials)
*Advance Registration*
For Information Call

About
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the Min
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Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.

Wednesday 11 to 12

joy

iiirv

I.

Classes
For Children
Of All Ages

Loa

N

Sun.
' WHAT THE minim
EL
Wed. swims CINDMLA
WAS NOT A SLIPPER.
linn-up

Open &Ott
Start 8:30

Frances Drake

Everything Must Go!!

The c*peri4i

(6)

TI

Dear E(
The 19
months
will not
a good f
coming
it might
less km
helped.
Mrs.

1417 Olive
(Behind University Day Care Center)
7A9-1215

COTT1MW

Open Mon.Thru Sat.
10:00 a.n5.-b:00 p.m.

vsql,c- •
rf
,•,e ok

(Family Owned and Operated)
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
About three thousand people attended
the annual family night picnic held by
the Murray Division of. the Tappan
Company at the Calloway County Fair
Grounds on June 8. Special entertainment was by The Stonemans of
Nashville, Tenn., and The Bluegrass
Conspiracy. Joe Hill was master of
ceremonies.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ona
Pharris Cooper, age 83, and Herbert
Hawley, age 68.

Today
In History

R47nAE-r

s-seeesairris-easesssas

RitrafT
The Red Cross Water Safety program
will begin June 17 at the Murray State
University pool, according to Don
Burchfield, acting water safety
chairman.
Ernie Robb Bailey of Murray will be
the song director at the gospel meeting
of the Clements Street Church of Christ,
Paducah, June 9-16.
Kathy Rowlett, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Rowlett, is attending Ramey
Tennis School at Eastern State
University, Richmond, June 9 to 23.

•

20 Years Aga
Jerry Brawner and Roseanne Farris
of Calloway County were among sixteen West Kentucky 4-H Club members
and five adult leaders to attend the four
days conference at Fontana Village, N.
C. Local persons accompanying them
were Betty Lou Hill, secretary of the
Valley Counties of Kentucky, and C. 0.
Bondurant, area extension agent.
"Meadow Lane is being paved also
we see. This is a fast growing addition,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray- by James C.
Williams.

Dr. and Mrs. Walter F. Baker of
Murray attended the Rotary International convention held at Dallas,
Texas.
Births reported include a girl, Karen
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. David Pinson on
May 10.
New officers of the J. N. Williams,
Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy are Mesdames J. D.
Peterson; A. F. Doran, Luther
Robertson, D. F. McConnell, Fred
Gingles, W. P. Roberts, Henry Elliott,
and E. S. Ferguson.

30 Years Ago
Mrs. Susan McDevitt of Murray has
been named as a Kentucky delegate
from the first Congressional District to
the Democratic national convention at
Philadelphia, Pa., on July 12.
Will Frank Steely of Hazel has been
selected as one of twelve U. S. college
students to attend the six weeks
seminar in Austria this summer.
New officers of the American Legion
Auxiliary are Mesdames Max Churchill, August Wilson, Jeddie Cathey,
Claude Anderson, Mae Erwin, Otto
Swann, and R. W. Churchill.

Jim Walston of Kirksey, Carman
Parks of Hazel, Milton Walston of
Alrno, Hilton Williams of Lynn Grove,
and Bobbie Grogan and Wayne Dyer of
Murray Training were vocational
agricultural teachers from Calloway
County attending the state conference
at Hardinsburg June 7 to 9.
Miss Aleda Farmer, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey Farmer, was married
to Troy W. Kelly, son of Mrs. C. E.
Thomas of Danville, Va., on June 5 at
the First Methodist Church, Murray.

40 Years Ago
The climax of Bell Telephone
Company's $36,000 switch over from
magneto to common battery type
telephones in Murray will be reached
tomorrow at 10:30 p.m. when District
Manager C. A. Sawyer, Paducah, will
pull the cut-over switch at the new
building on North Sixth Street, Murray,
bringing about the transition.
The Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association yesterday began
mailing checks amounting to $50,000 in
final payments for the crop of tobacco
in 1932.
Deaths reported this week include
Noah Hill, age 70, and Mrs. Etta D.
Williams, age 72.
New officers of American Legion
Post No. 73 are N. P. Hutson, Bryan

Tolley, Max B. Hurt, George Hart, R.
H. Hood, W.G. Miller, W.H. Miller, and
F. B. Crouch.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Crass on
June 6.
Marriages announced this week
include Charlene Walker to Edward
Curd on June 5, and Mary Betty Patterson to Price Lassiter on June 4.
Bobbie Grogan of Lynn Grove and
Conn Barnett of Almo received their
Bachelor of Science degrees with
Smith-Hughes ratings in agriculture
from Western State College, Bowling
Green.
C. T. Rushing Garage of 812 West
Main Street, Murray, has the dealership of the De Sota car here.

50 Years Ago
The highway projects from Murray
east to Eggner's Ferry and from
Murray west to the Mayfield-Paris
highway have been awarded to N. E.
Stone and Company for $58,297.50.
An .enrollment of more than seven
hundred iareported for the summer
term at Murray State Teachers
College.
Deaths reported this week include
William Willoughby, age 48, killed when
struck by a south bound passenger train
near Murray, Guy Montgomery, John
P. Dodd, age 81, and Benjamin
Franklin Herndon, age 78.
Ralph Churchill and Esther Davis
had the leading roles in the musical
comedy,"The Three Twins," presented
May 31 at Murray State Teachers
College.
Carrie Allison, director of physical
education for women at Murray State

Teachers College, is visiting in her
home town, Draper, Va., and will sail
for Europe about July 15 for an extended tour.
Births reported this week include a
girl, Suzanne, to Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Miller on June 1, and a boy to Mr. and
NOS.
Herndon on June 4.
Lottye Suiter, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Suiter, received her
degree from Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn., and will return later to
complete work for her Master's degree
there.
Frances Sexton, student at the
University of Illinois at Urbana is
visiting her parents, Mr.and Mrs. J. D.
Sexton.
Farmer-Purdom Motor Company is
the dealer for Chevrolet and has the
touring or roadster advertised at $495.

LetterTo The Editor

Some Personal Thanks
my endless questions or by just pitching
Dear Editor:
in are Mrs. Lochie Hart, Mrs. Irma Iss
The 1978 Charity Ball is now past; the
Follette, Mrs. Donna Keller, Mrs.
months of work are gone, but the result
Nancy Walston, treasurer, Mrs.
will not be known for a while. It is such
Edwina Simmons, and last but not
a good feeling to see the donations still
least, David Lusk, for deliVering a
coming in and really not knowing where
large number of chairs to the ballroom.
It might end. But I expected nothing
less knowing the committee that
Endless amounts of lovely plants
were provided by Juanita's Flowers
helped.
and Shirley's Garden Center. The CocaMrs. Rainey Apperson kept the
Cola Bottling Company of Paducah
community aware of the up and coming
donated soft drinks, and the Capri
Charity Ball with help from Sheila
Theatre donated decorations for the
Grogan, Jennie Gordon, the Murray
occasion.
Ledger & Times, and the WKMS and
WNBS radio stations. Mrs. Diana Lane,
It is most gratifying to sit in the
her twenty member committee, and
position of chairman of the Charity Ball
Bob Stogner, owner of the Headquar- and see all these people working
ters, contacted hundreds of persons for tirelessly together, to see the donations
the sale of tickets, while Mrs. Dean
building each week, then finally to turn
Poston collected hundreds of dollars in
It all over to the Comprehensive Care
donations from businesses and private Center.
parties alikel'
My personal thanks is extended to
The collective Effort ended in a nice
each
person who contributed either
"Comthe
with
for
all
evening .
monwealth Band" playing for the time or money and to each person who
dance;.the Boston _Teti Party catering_ attended the_1.97! Cherity
the Breakfast which was arranged by year Mrs. Janne Hughes will be
Mrs. Patsy Oakley; the ballroom chairman. So when time rolls around,
decorated by Mrs. Lynn Houston and let's help to make her efforts as sucMrs. I.ila 1,usk; and the tables cessful as you have made mine.
My Sincere Thanks,
arranged by Mrs. Judy Carroll.
Janet
Housden
the
make
to
helped
Others who
Chariman
evening a success either by answering

Inside Report

By Howland Es att. and Hobert

ak

The GOP's
Dr.Feel-Good
—
PALOS VERDES, Calif.
Republican politicans are beating a
path to this opulent suburb of Los
Angeles where a 37-year-old economist
spins an economic doctrin that is
radically transforming Republicanism
and possibly American politics.
Arthur Laffer, professor of
economics at the University of
Southern California, is theoretical
godfather of the tax reduction crusade
being built by the Republican party,
mainly in Washington but also increasingly in the states. Put simplistically, Laffer preaches that the
more taxes are cut the more revenue
will be generated by the stimulated
economy.
Its implications make this the most
economic
explosive
politically
theorizing since John Maynard Keynes.
In political terms, the validity of the
Laffer curve(showing that revenue will
increase as taxes go down) is more
necessary to prove than the worth of
Keynesian deficit spending. What is
important is its attempted justification
of the national grass roots tax revolt.
Whereas Republicans for the past
half-century have tried pouring the
castor oil of balanced budgets and
reduced government services down the
throats of resisting Americans, Dr.
Latter has a prescription that makes
them feel good. What's more,
Democrats are resisting it just as
Republicans marched to their doom
denying the value of deficit spending.
Laffer's key missionaries in
preaching tax reduction to the nation
are Rep. Jack Kemp of New York and
Jude Waniski, associate editor of the
Wall Street Journal. The tax bill (cosponsored by Kemp and Sen. William
Roth of Deleware) reducing the federal
income tax by one-third over a threeyear period is becoming the GOP's first
universally recognized economic
theology since the protective tariff.
The Laffer-Kemp-Waniski
missionary team contributed to widely
expanding support for sharply reduced
capital gains taxation sponsored by
Rep. William Steiger of Wisconsin(who
has consulted Leifer). Using the Leifer
curve, one study shows the Steiger
amendment would result in a net
budget gain of $16 billion, not to mention 440,000 new jobs created.
The notion of cutting taxes without
cutting the budget is hard to take for
many conventional Republicans, and sc
is Art Leifer himself. Spouting ideas a
mile a minute and sipping wine in the
patio of his $225,000 home in Palos
Verdes on a sun-drenched afternoon
while a big green macaw perches on his
shoulder, he is no buttoned-down
conservative economist.
One nationally known republican
operative, meeting him for the first
time, was put off "to find this young gu)
in a leisure suit and high heels." He was
even more put off to find that non
politician Leifer was exuberanth
putting forth the Kemp-Roth bill as the
modern Philosopher's Stone transmuting unelectable Republicans Into
officeholders.
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But politicians are increasingly attracted to Laffer's policies even if for
the wrong reasons. A classic case is
California's Jarvis constitutional
amendment radically reducing
property taxes. Its adoption by
California's voters was clearly a
protest against government spending,
but Laffer's motive is otherwide. "If I
thought this (Jarvis) would reduce
government services significantly," he
told us, "I would have thought twice
before coming out of the closet to
support it."
Laffer's purpose is to stimulate the
economy and create jobs. To achieve
that, he would rather have cut the state
income or even sales tax. But the
property tax will do. Against $7 billion
yearly revenue lost by Jarvis, Leifer
calculates that within two or three
years $2.1 bWion annually will be
generated by increased construction
and enhanced property values.
Additional money in the economy, he
calculated, will add $5.5 billion in state
income and sales taxes. Result: a slight
overall gain in revenue while relieving
the public of an oppressive, inequitable
burden.
But that's not all. While local officials
want a state income tax increase in the
wake of the Jarvis amendment, Laffer
prefers an income tat cut — say, about
10 percent a year for three years, just
like Kemp-Roth. "Super," he told us,
"that would be just super." He predicts
it would mean new growth, new
prosperity for California.
Many Republican politicans indoctrinated into the mysteries of the
Laffer curve simply cannot accept
them."I want to believe Laffer," say t a
leading California Republican who
backs Jarvis, "but I just can't do it."
Even Rep. Steiger, Laffers' eminent
collaborator, flinches at abandoning
traditional fiscal conservatism, castor
oil and all.
But Republican skepticism does not
compare with the outraged opposition
of Democrats, including President
Carter's economic experts. They end up

urging smaller tax cuts and higher
capital gains taxation, opposing tuition
tax credits and 'calling for painful tax
reforms — the castor oil usually
associated with Republicanism. Leifer,
playing the role of a republican Dr.
Feel-Good, offers only sybaritic tax
cuts.

Business Mirror

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, June 10, the 161st
day of 1978. There are b34 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1610, the first Dutch
settlers in America landed on
Manhattan Island.
On this date:
In 1776, the Continental Congress in
Philadelphia named a committee to
draft the Declaration of Independence.
110396,U,S. Marines Invaded Cuba in
the Spanish-American War.
In 1940, Italy declared war on France
and Britain.
In 1942, the Nazi Gestapo killed 173
male
residents
of
Lidice,
Czechoslovakia, to retaliate for the
assassination of a German official.
In 1945, Gen. Dwight Eisenhower
received the Soviet Union's highest
award, the Order of Victory.
In 1971, the United States lifted a 21year-old embargo on trade with China.
Ten years ago: A large majority of
U.N. members voted initial approval of
a U.S.-Soviet sponsored draft of a
treaty to curb the spread of nuclear
weapons.
Five years ago: The Soviet Union
announced stricter controls on the
movement of Americans in the Moscow
area.
One year ago: James Earl Ray, who
lad been -imprisoned for the
assassination of Martin Luther King
Jr., escaped from a prison in the
Smokey Mountains of Tennessee along
with six other inmates.
Today's birthdays: Prince Philip of
Britain is 57 years old. Former
astronaut James McDivitt is 49.
Thought for today: A man is what he
thinks about all day long — Ralph
Waldo Emerson, American writer,
1803-1882.
14
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Foreign
Trade Zones
are "simply a more rational way of
WASHINGTON(AP) — Within a few
paying duty," he says.
days it is likely that a foreign-trade
'For customs purposes, each of the
zone will be approved in the township of
Mount Olive, Morris County, New zones, some measuring only a few
Jersey, bringing to e7 the number of acres, is a little foreign territory, even
though future sites might be in such
such sites in the United States.
Within that zone, imported heartland places as Boonville, Mo.,and
components for electronic items, Brook Park, Ohio.
A typical situation: An electronics
watches, textiles, farm machinery and
company
assembles components from
other goods may be stored, processed,
assembled and exhibited without im- foreign countries. Component imports
mediate payment of customs duties. often carry heavier duties than finished
For Uncle Sam it means less customs goods. But while in the zone no duty is
revenue. For importers it could mean levied.
The components are assembled into
the difference between profits and loss.
For the local community it means jots, the finished product. If the product is
and the related economic benefits that reshipped abroad, no duty at all is
charged. If it is shipped Within the
jobs bring.
John DaPonte Jr., executive United States, the levy is at the finished
secretary of the Foreign-Trade Zones goods rate.
The latter rate not only might be
Board, expects more than 40 zones and
subzones by the end of the year. They lower, but it is assessed closer to the
actual sale. When customs are applied
to components, the process conceivably
could tie up a company's money for
many months more.

6ORRAfIFITI

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.

Bible Thought
Rejoice with me; For I have found
my sheep which was lost. Luke 15:6
Happy is the day in heaven when
a 500f- On earth- realizes tharir If tosi
in4ieekt the Cod Shepherd.

Let's Stay Well

By F J L Blasmgame. MD

Drug Dependence
All Too Common

Q: Mrs. E.R. writes that
she has been disturbed by
all of the publicity given
some weeks ago to the
Illness of Mrs. Gerald
Ford, wife of the former
president of the United
States. She openly admitted that she was addicted
to a combination of prescription drugs and alcohol.
Mrs. E.R. has a family
member who is troubled
by a xmillar problem of
drug dependency and an
excessive inif ,vf alcohol.
`11111111-11hember is able to
carry on, but her condition
is worsening. Her siipation
is apparently not reeoglabel as significant by her
:and her immediate family.
"Do you have any
suggestions about how she
Maid be helped'!" asks
Mrs. E.R.
A: Recognition by the
victim of drug addiction,
alcoholism, or a combina-

tion is the &SU essential
step to relief and possible
cure.
It was most commendable on the part of Mrs.
Ford that she had apparently recognized her problem and made a decision to
seek help in its solution.
Her openness will reinforce her decision and add
to the chances of her success. Because of her prominence. her action will
highlight similar habits by
others to their physicians
and to their families_ .
Wide coverage by the
press and television
brought public attention to
the fact that millions of
Amer-icesses- espavially
women, have a similar
problem of drug dependency. In many citizens, it is
combined with alcoholism.
Habituation to various
forms of alcohol and addiction to drugs is not new

They have been recognized
as problems for many persons for centuries.
Day-to-day living is often
tough going. About 10 to 15
'percent of the people have
serious emotional or mental illness and are incapable of cdfiing With their life
situations. When we add to
this number approximately two-thirds of the
population who are vexed
by human relations ( jealousies, fears, anger, avarice, etc.) and trying circumstances (financial
reverses, accidents, physical illness, deaths of family or friends, etc.), it is
apparent-thet-stressful living is Vommon among us.
Many of these life situations bring patients to their
physicians. They may prescribe tranquilizers as a
practieal effort to bring a
measure of relief. Abuse

may follow, combined with
alcohol, excessive smokiest
and large amounts of cot.:
fee or tea. Other more
severe cases may unfces,
tunately resort to heavy
drugs, which are available
s'Y
illegally.
Some stress is stimu4M
ing and essential in a coop;
erative, competitive sodi
ety, and it is essential that
more of us develop insight
about stress and learn te
expect it as part of normal
life. Such an understanding will help us to tolerate
more stress without
resenting it or reacting
adversely to it. The medical profession, schools, the
-clergy -arid-the mass-media
can do much tO promote a
point of view that is more
tolerant and help many to
avoid a chemical dependence to attempt to relieve
tension Regular exercise
is also helpful.
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Outdooir Loee
Outdoor Lore is desntated to the hunters fishermen and others who ensit the out ot CJOOls

Spring sod Sersiset

Sikh Crew

Outdoor Edgier

Loophole legislation
A couple of things have
happened fairly recently that
disturbing
some
have
them.
about
elements
Disturbing because it seems
that new ways are being found
to circumvent the intention of
legislation.
The first of this pair is the
regulation
proposed
of
firearm commerce through
. centralized computer banks
that will assemble full details
on firearms transfers from the
factory through intermediate
trade channels to the dealer. It
takes 46 pates of government
grirnble to discuss how this is
to be done, starting witha 14digit serial numbering system
at the factory.
Each sale has to be recorded
and sent to the Bureau of
Alcohol,
Tobacco
and
Firearms; and the final sale to
the consumer is recorded on
Form 4473 by the dealer which
he keeps. A lot of box-car
figures are flying around as to
the cost of this idea—and that's
important, too—but the really
key elements are missing.
First of all, the expressed
will
Congress
has
of
repeatedly rejected firearms
registration but, in the final

analysis, that's what this
scheme is. Changes can be
made through the regulations.
and that's what this is; but it's
really
legislation
by
regulation. Looking at it
another way, the law is being
twistedto achieve an end that
was never intended.
Secondly, it's pretty hard to
see how this will reduce
crime, which ought ot be the
purpose of any legislation or
regulation in this area.
Criminals aren't much
worried about complying with
gun laws when their basic line
of work causes them to break
many other laws, but
legitimate sportsmen and
merchants will endure the
extra effort and expense to
keep lega.

bullet coming close, by but
think a minute about the
potential in that action. OSHA
was set up to conteract adverse working conditions
involving vastly different
factors. Lighting, ventilation,
machine safety guards, to
name but a few, are OSHA
concerns, but now we poetntially have a whole new ball
game.

A farmer is at work
whenever he's on his farm.
Should we regulate against
rabbit hunting, quilt shooting
and dove hunting because
they, by a wide stretch of the
imaginatin, constitute a
hazard to the occupational
health of that farmer? It's
hard to imagine that interpretation was ever the
The other concern is a original intent of OSHA yet,
warping of the basic purpose pushed to an extreme, it could
of OSHA, the Occupational about halt hunting on every
farm in the United States.
Safety
and
Health
Administration. A
man
Let's bring some common
working in a corporately sense back inot our lives ans
owned forest in the South said stop this bending'and twisting
that some hunters shot too of law and regulation and
close to him for comfort and, allow them to perform within
since he was at work, he filed the framework of original
a protest under OSHA.
intent.
Now, nobody likes to hear a

Andrus Askes Congress For Park And
Recreation Aid For Urban Centers

•

Brush and tire fish attractors have been placed in four
sites in the 284-acre Crooked Creek embayment on Lake
Barkley as the first step of an intensive fish sampling survey to be conducted in September. The public is encouraged to fish these attractors. The four sites - each
marked with buoys displaying a fish symbol - will be
blocked off from the rest of the bay, when sampled this
fail to determine the effectiveness of the artificial attractors in attracting fish. Two sites have been prepared
with weighted brush and the other two sites have old
fires pyramided and sunk in place.
TVA Photo by Robert Duncan

A $150 million per year
Federal proposal to share with
the states the cost of
upgrading
close-to-home
recreation needs of city neighborhoods was submitted to
Congress today by Interior
Secretary Cecil D. Andrus.
Acting on the recomendation of President Carter's
April 3 Urban Policy Mesiage,
Andrus
advised
Vice
President Mondale that his
proposed
legislation
to
rejuvenate
deteriorating
indoor and outdoor city
recreation facilities is based
on findings of a 'Year-long
National Urban Recreation
Study mandated by Congress
in 1976.
The
National
Urban
Recreation Study led by Interior's
Heritage
Conservation and Recreation
Service (HCBSi found that
many existing neighborhood
and community recreation
areas fail to serve the needs of
urban dwellers because of
advanced age, poor design or
declining condition of existing
facilities.
"We view our initiative as a
five-year program which
would not extend beyond
1983," Andrus said. -A major
objective is to encourage longterm local commitment to
continued maintenance of
inner city recreation facilities.
"The Carter Administration
believes that the proposed
Urban Park and Recreation
Program will address a
recognized
need
for

rehabilitation of urban parks
and recreation centers and
provide a balanced response
to critical recreation concerns
of State and local interests,"
Andrus said.
James A. Joesph, Under
Secretary of the Interior, said
key elements of the proposed
legislation include:
—Authorization of an Urban
Park
and
Recreation
Recovery Program to be
administered within the
Department of the Interior.
—Challenging States, local
governments and the private
sector to commit their own
resources
to
urban
revitalization.
—Targeting the program to
fiscally hard-pressed cities._
—Encouraging local
commitments to development
of overall recovery programs
and to ongoing systems
maintenance,
—Coordination with existing
urban development and
recreation programs, such as
the Land and Water Conservation Fund administered
by Interior's Heritage Conservation and Recreation
Service; the Comprehensive
Employment and Training
ACT (CETA of the Department of Labor; and the
Community Development
Block Grant Program (CDBG ) of the Department of
Housing
and
Urban
Development.
The Interior bill places
financial assistance emphasis
on public facilities readily

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

,

Hwy.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

accessible to residential
neighborhoods, including
multiple-use community
centers having recreation as
one of their primary purpose.
Excluded are major sports
arenas, exhibition areas and
conference halls used for
.ommericial sports, spectator
or display activities," Joesph
pointed out.
The draft bill submitted
requires that the Secretary of
the Interior use criteria of the
Department of Housing and
Urban Development to target
assistance to local governments meeting standards for
physical and
economic
distress, including such
factors as age of housing, per
capital income, population
decline, unemployment rates
and percent of residents below
the proverty level.
The State grant formula in
the draft bill provides that the
Federal share of a project
could be as much as 75 percent
of cost, with 25 percent borne
by the State. This would encourage States to help their
hard-pressed cities while
allowing flexibility for local
park district or municipal
taxing authorities as to the
share of project costs each
would bear.

Noted for their consistently large stringers of crappie, Donnie Boyd (left) and Buddy
Boyd (right), both of Murray, brought in a load last Sunday. The pair of fishermen
boated 120 crappie from L4e Barkley that totaled 149 pounds. The day prior the two
brought in a stringer of 89. Last Sundays stringer sported several 2 pound slabs.

BARKLI

Photo courtesy A'urray Bait Co
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Outiloorsmen &ware: Ticks and
Mosquitoes at Nigh levels
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
Mosquitoes, ticks, Japanese
beetles. It almost sounds like
an advertisement for lawn and
garden insecticides.
But those pests, along with
the usual assortment of flies,
bees, tobacco cutworms and
cereal leaf beetles, are among
the insects many Kentackians
are battling — or can expect to
battle — this summer.
Despite the way the insect
population seems to be
growing, state officials say the
number of pests, with the
exception of ticks, is about
normal this year.
"The tick situation seems to
be considerably worse this
year than before," said
Coburn Gayle, director of the
pest and noxious weed control
division of the state Department of Agriculture.
"I don't know if people are
just noticing more ticks this
year," or if the number has
actually grown, he said.
Whichever, the state is involved in combating the pests
in most parts of the state.
"The requests we've had for
tick control have been
mushrooming and we are

VERY busy," Gayle said in a
recent telephone interview
from his Frankfort office.
Gayle said it is difficult to
explain the growth in the
number of ticks, which can
cause Rocky Mountain spotted
fever.
"In the Land Between the
Lakes area of western
Kentucky, the large deer
population is partly responsible, because ticks use deer
for hosts," he said.
Elsewhere, "I assume it's a
combination of things... The
wildlife population must be
extremely well because that
also has something to do with
it."
The state also is involved in
a battle with mosquitoes, but
Gayle said their numbers are
about normal, though some
areas have more than usual.
"The mosquitoes were a
little late this year because of
the weather, but they're
making up for lost time," he
said.
To counter the effects of the
harmful cereal leaf beetle on
the state's small grain crops,
farm agents have distributed
wasps to 14 counties.
The wasps lay their eggs in

the beetle larvae, killing them
when they hatch.
And more insect problems
appear to be on the way.
"I suspect we will have an
abundance of Japanese
beetles a little later this
month," Gayle said.
The large green beetles that
live
underground • "eat
everything, and I mean
everything — from fruits to
vegetables, from leaves to
foilage. They feed constantly
right before they lay their
eggs."
The beetles also feed on
farm crops, Gayle said, adding that last year's corn crop
suffered from the insects'
voracious appetites.
Agriculture Commissioner
Tom Harris said he has yet to
receive any reports on the
Japanese beetle, but has been
Lord that there are a large
number of white grubs, the
larvae of the beetles, in the
state this year.
'!We have a blue jillion of
them in the sod, and that
means there'll be a tot of
beetles coming out of there."
Harris said.

File A Root Man
Planning a trip down the
Before you leave on your itinerary without first conOhio' Maybe a fishing trip to a.Snip, you should instruct tacting the person
you leave
favorite lake? No matter whoever you leave the float your float plan with.
where you plan to go, wheither plan with to contact the Coast
No one likes to think about
a few miles. or a few hundred, Guard or other rescue officials something happening
to them
leave a float plan with a friend if you shouldbecome overdue. on the water,
but be prepared:
or neighbor before you leave 'A float plan is for your filing a float
plan could be one
A float plan tells where you're protection, so stick by it. Don't of the most important things
going, and when you can be make any changes to your you've ever
done.
expected to return or arrive ). •
It should also give this information: 1. The name and a
description of your vessel. 2.
Your departure point and
expected travel time. 3. Your
name and total boating experience. 4. The types of
visual distress signals aboard.
5. The radio equipment

Frankfort. Ky.,—The state
Fish and Wildlife Commission
has cancelled the special twoweek experimental season for
taking deer with a crossbow,
according to Dr. James C.
Salato, commission chairman.
The crossbow season, which
was to have opened October 1
and continued through October 14, was cancelled, Salatosaid, after commission
members reviewed oral and
written evidence and opinion
presented by bow hunter's at a
public hearing held in Frankfort May 18.
"It seems obvious now."
Salato said, that out decision

to allow crossbow hunting for
deer, on a statewide basis
was perhaps a premature one.
• The.commission now plans
fusther study and research on
both the effectiveness and the
safety of the crossbow as a
deer hunting weapon."
Until the studies are completed, Salato said, use of the
crossbow will be limited to the
Pioneer Weapons Area.in the
Daniel Boone Forest where
only primitive weapons such
as the crossbow, flintlock rifle
etc. may be used and where
the seasons generally coincide
with the statewide seasons.

ON ANCHOR — Some of the children with the Twin
takers Good Sam Club are photographed by C W. kines
as they sat on the anchor at the Columbus Belmont State
Park while the group was on a walk in the former grounds
of the War Between The States at the camuout held the
third weekend in May. On the right is Greg Rogers.
Others left to right are Melissa and Angel Adams, Mitzi
Boggess, Lori Rogers, Mitzi Boggess, and Yvonne Jones.
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BARKLEY LUNKER — A mixed stringer of fish were
caught this week from Lake Barkely by Walter H.(Poppy)
Conner, 805 Sycamore Street, Murray. Mr. Conner:s top
fish was the above 7 pound largemouth bass that dwarfed several catfish and bluegill on the same stringer. The
lunker was caught on a plastic worm.

to the Poke.
dp

Rick Nome)*

through the large culvert I'm sure any farmer would be
some twenty yards down its more than happy for you to rid
path. Needless to say, dead him of those pests. But it takes
tired; slightly cold; and with skill to - collect one of those
Mother Nature roaring her miniature trophies with the
defiance outside; I barely bow. One successful tactic is
slept that night. The next day to hunt them just like you
was so dismal, even the fish would deer with tree stands
stayed in. Saturday night was along their runways to and
areas.
feeding
the only bright spot during the from
weekend, with several friends Remember to ask permission
dropping by, and sharing food before hunting on anyone's
and drink, and enjoyable land.
conversation. Even though the Martha Green who are the
weekend was disastrous, proud parents of a new baby
memories of it will remain for girl, Neely Elizabeth. Jim will
years to come, and at be moving to Texas soon to
gatherings at future camp- continue his Air Force
fires we'll all laugh about this training. Congratulations also
memorable weekend. And to Mark and Sanya Bucy who
that's what it's all about...
were married on June 2. Mark
Some of you may wonder used to be an avid bowhunter,
about the progression of the but had slacked off the last
new club. AfTer that semi- year or two. Maybe he can
successful function, we hunt more often, now that he
decided to drop back ten and has got her where he wants
punt. So, tentatively, Sunday, her; or does it work that way?.
June 25, we will have our first
meeting along with a club
shoot. Contact me for further
information and for membership applications.
I was elated at the news of
our success in the crossbow
When's the best time to go
issue. Several people worked fishing?
hard and spent long hours
"Right now," says Charlie
trying to make our feelings Bowers, director of the
heard in this matter. But I Kentucky fish and wildlife
fear we've not heard the end of department's
fisheries
this yet. Nevertheleak—it--- division.
showed that strength lies in
According to Bowers, now is
number and unity.
the best time of the year to
Now's the time to sharpen catch fish in Kentucky. Most
your hunting skills on those game species spawn during
wiley groundhogs. Crops are this period, and spawning
just beginning to come up, and

DON'T CONFUSE
YOUR SKUNKS!!!
It may be tough to do this
and still be allowed to enter
your home, but Assistant
Director Jim Durell of game

-

lately, possibly because of
The mark of any good fisherman is the quality stringer
misidentification. Jim points
fish taken home. Lee Williams shown above is one
out that a common striped
heck of a catfisherman as can be seen by the heavy
skunk is larger than the
stringer she is holding up. Lee is an smployee at Rose's
spotted skunk and has two
department store in the Central Shopping Center.
bands down its back while the
spotted skunk has narrow
stripes that break to form
spots on the lower portion of
its body. Good luck!
be obtained by writing to:
COYOTES INCREASING?
District -Engineer, Map
Could be, according to
Section, P. 0. Box 1070, Nash- Durell, who says wildlife road
ville, Tenn. 37202 or by visting kill reports point toward an
Room A625, U. S. Courthouse increase in coyote and coy
For most members of again. However, in recent
Annex, 9th and McGavock in dogs in some western and
today's shooting fraternity, years, the leading U.S. air gan
central counties.
Nashville.
that first "BB gun" was the manufacturers have done
answer to a multitude of much to dispel the "kid's toy"
childhood dreams involving image traditionally associaticl
shooting and hunting. It with air guns. New models
played a part in countless featuring increased power,
adventurous pursuits and was excellent accuracy and many
often a teaching tool with techonlogical advances have
which the basics of rifle safety mad air guns attractive to a
and marksmanship were large number of adult
learned. Later, the BB gun led shooters.
The low noise level, inexto that first .22, which opened
new worlds of shooting pensive operating cost and
target-grade accuracy of the
pleasure.
And that was the end of the new generation of non-powerBB gun, as far as its ever burning guns _make them a
being used for serious practice great practice medium to
keep your shooting skills
sharp. Indoor ranges enable
these depths along the topwater lures and plastic
the fiid chain of our lakes.
you to practice even when the
structure, you have found. worms. There are too many
The longnose gar is the most weather makes outdoor
Many of us prefer to troll this topwater lures to mention so
aboundant of the four species shooting miseralbe if not
type of water with deep diving you can really experiment
of gars in Kentucky. It eats a impossible. Several comcrankbait so we can ex- with a few that have been
variety of animal foods panies offer sturdy BB and
perience the thrill of fishing collecting dust in your tackle
specializing in catching pellet traps which make it
the fighting the fish to the box. Fish the brushy
mosquitos.
easy to set uu a safe indoor
boat.
shorelines and bays but don't
Since gars depend partly range in your den or
Black bass are alittle picky leave out the points as the day
upon the air bladder for basement.
as usual but a person should progresses.
respiration, especially in
Of course, outdoor plinking
be able to raise some on
Catfish are still hitting
warm weather, the air in the and target uses are virtually
around the rip-rap day and
bladder must be renewed by unlimited as long as a safe
night as they complete their
coming to the surface, backstop is present. The
spawning ritual. -Use red
thrusting the mouth into the leading companies offer
worms or night crawlers at
air above, and opening and scopes and mounts to take
four to eight feet for best
closing the jaws quickly. All better advantage of the longresults.
gars are real fighters if range accuracy of the new air
This persistent cool weather The waters are near normaf
hooked.
gun lines+many of the rifles
has held spawning activity pool and warming slowly. This
will punch one ragged hole ma
should
help
fry
to
the
new
Happy Fishing!
back, Bowers says. But he
target at 30 feet, and 25-yard II
deesn't expect any adverse survive an dadd their link into
groups may well run under an
effects on future fish
inch. Since velocities of the
populations. Because of the
more powerful models may
enormous number of fish
exceed 700 feet per second,
spawned each year, even a
they are definitely not toys,
very poor season will see
and all safety precautions you
many more fish hatched than
(would take with a true firearm
can survive to adulthood.
--must be observed.
Right now, the crappie are
However, the use of these
ready to spawn but they are
guns for hunting should never
waiting for just a few degrees
be attempted. A bit of figuring
rise in water temperature.
with a ballistics table and
With just a few warm days,
calculator reveals that even
fishing should become exthe most powerful air guns
cellent just about anywhere,
produce a muzzle energy of
Bowers believes. And a rapid
only 15-20 pounds,far less than
warming trend should also see
the 130 foot-pound figure
a big jump in black bass actypical of .22 long rifle ammo.
tivity.
Any way you look at it, air
In the meantime, however,
guns now offer an interesting
try fishing a little deeper than
and inexpensive practice
you normally do. Most of the
alternative for adult shooters.
fish seem to be holding right at
The next time you stop at your
the edges of their spawning
A 9 pound 7 ounce stringer won Jerry McConnell (left) dealer's stoke, look over the
areas, waiting for the correct
first place in a recent Murray Bass Club tournament. new air gun products. The old
temperature. So if you don't
Jackie Vaught(second from left) placed second and took friends are still there, but
get results in three to five feet
the top bass for the top bass for the day with a 5 pound 9 chances are you won't
of water, try fishing form 15 to
ouncer while Larry Ryan hooked third and L J. Hendon recognize a lot of them. The
20 feet deep.
netted fourth place. The club was launched out of Spor- kid's toy has grown up.
tsmen's Marina at Jonathan Creek on Kentucky Lake.
_a•s••
•

af

Air Cans— The Ifits
Try Grows Up

The Nashville District of
the U. S. Army Corps of
engineers has published a new
price list for lake maps and
river charts.

Most diehards have given up
on the crappie, until fall and
cooler temperatures brung
them into focus again.
The Souger are almost
always in the spotlight as they
contunue to amaze me. If you
can locate a bar, ledge, or
dropoff in the seven to ten foot
range you can catch souger!
Minnows will work if fished at

Now Is The 8est Time To Go Fishing
activity causes fish to concentrate in shallow water
areas where they are easy to
locate and-catch.
The only dark spot on this
otherwise bright angling
horizon is the weather. Spring
in Kentucky is almost always
marked by unsettled weather
conditions—thunderstorms,
cold snaps, strong winds, and
other disturbances that make
fishing less than ideal.
But, Bowers says, the fish
are often more adaptable than
the fishermen and will spawn
under less than ideal conditions. Those anglers whc
wait for that perfect din
might miss the peak sqawning
periods. So get on the water
whenevee you can, even if it is
a little colder, cloudier :or
windier than you'd like.
Of course, this doesn't mean
that you should keep fishing
during really severe weather
Our large lakes can get rough
in a hurry when the wind gets
up and it's extremel)
dangerous to be caught out in
a open boat during a thunderstorm. So temper your
desire to catch fish with a good
dose of common sense and
keep a watchful eye on the
o weather.

TVV1N LAKERS GOOD SAM CLUB members and guests are pictured following the
Sunday worship services conducted by Nix Crawford at the campout held at Columbus Belmont State Park on May 19, 20, and 21 with Bill and Norette Hill as wagonmasters. Pictured, left to right, front row, Ashley Thurman, Gregg Rogers, Linda Rogers,
Sheri Graham, Mitzi Boggess, Angel Adams, Ginger Graham, Melissa Adams, Andrea
Boyer, Lori Rogers, Yvonne Jones, middle and back row, C. W.and Dot Jones, Nix and
Margery Crawford, Ned and Beth Wilson, Bill and Norette Hill, Fred and Martha Butterworth, J. B. and Jo Burkeen, B. C. and Orpha Grogan, Hunter and Winnie Love, T.G.
and Estelle Shelton, Charlie and Gayle Adams, and A. A. Doherty. Not pictured are
John and Joan Bower, Andy Rogers, jimmy Graham, Holland, Mary Jo, and Amanda
Shelton, and Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Jones. The club will have its next campout on June 16,
17, and 18 at Kentucky Dam State Park with Hunter and Winnie Love and Andy and Linda Rogers as wagonmasters.

Murray Home & Auto i

DEER HUNTING
HAZARDOUS FOR PEOPLE
SACRAMENTO, Calif. ( AP
— The opening of the deer season is a time of danger to the
hunter.
Deer hunting accounts for
more casualties than any other
kind of hunting, statistics shot
The use of bright clothing
a wide, safe zone of fire
help keep the hunters safe,
vise safety experts.
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management is asking field
officer to observe skunks
closely before reporting
sightings anclip road kills.
Durell says reports of spotted
skunks have been more
numerous than they should be

Mapslistable

Coming Soon

7511-1872

divided into 40-acre tracts, but
not developed.
"If we hadn't moved when
we did, the land might have
been lost forever as a roosting
site," said Nesbit, who has
handled the acquisition of
three other eagle refuges-in
South Dakota, Wisconsin, and
Illinois-for the 3.5 millionm64mber conservation group.
"Eagles and people don't
mix."

OfSkunks and Coptes

Copies of this price list may
My scream awakened me
during the middle of the night,
as I busted out of my sleeping
bag and almost tore through
the door of the tent. "What in
the world is the matter with
you?" my sleepy wife asked,
above the roar of the swollen
creek just outside our camp.
Half-sensibly, I muttered
something about the tent and
us with it washing away down
that creek, and -fell back into
my sleeping bag. . . This little
episode was part-one of the
fiasco we called a "Camper
Jamborree." The Camper
Jamborree was the kick-off
function of the Western
Bowhunter's
Kentucky
Association;'I our new area
club. Undaunted by weather
as proper bowhunters should
be, we trouped on over to the
and
Airstrip,
Fenton
proceeded to sit in Danny and
Debra Paschall's VW van,and
watch it rain. Once we even
thought it was over,and began
pitching our tent. Then we
began to pass the night away,
watching the tent balloon and
quiver as we thought surely a
tornado was coming through
the flaps any minute. Fortunately, for us, the tornado
didn't hit there anyway, and
alas the storm passed, as
storms do. Though our spirits
were 'somewhat dampened,
we then experienced some of
the beauty of such an occasion. The small dry creekbed only feet from our tent
was now a raging river with a
deafening roar as it spilled

the NWF preserve.
With its towering Ponderosa
pines and an ample supply of
edible fish in near by lakes
that don't freeze over, the
prime eagle habitat acquired
by the NWF was under the
threat of bulldozers when
Raymond J. Nesbit, of
Sacramento, Cal., director of
NWF's
Land
Heritage
program, began tracking
down its many owners. Some
of the land had been sub-

NWF, the nation's largest
citizens' conservation
completed
organization,
acquisition of its land in
January, shortly befor the
Interior Department declared
the national bird an "endangered species" in 43
states, including California.
Congressional action would be
required to expand the
boundaries of the U.S.
Agriculture Department's
forest lands to lands to include .
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A 960-acre bald eagle
roosting site near the
California-Oregon border has
been turned over to the u.S.
Forest
for
Service
management.
The National Wildlife
Federation, which acuired the
land from private owners at a
cost of $260,000, recently
assigned management
responsibility to the federal
agency in order to place the
largest known wintering site
for bald eagles inthe "lower
48" states under control of a
single authority.
The-NWF land lies between
the Modoc and Shasta
National Forests in Siskiyou
County, Cal., adjacent to 4,800
acres of federally-owned bald
eagle habitat. Last year
wildlife biologist and forest
rangers counted 498d eagles in
the area-making it the biggest
concentration of the endangered national bird outside
Alaska.
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15-Round Split Decision

Holmes Outpoints Norton
• LAS VEGAS, Nev. AP) — Larry
Holmes went out in the 15th round
aiming to please the crowd and finished
as the World Boxing Council heavyweight champion with the closest of
decisions over Ken Norton
Holmes, 28, from Easton, Pa., adpitted he didn't figure the fight was so
*en that all the judges had it scored
)33-133 after 14 bruising rounds.
thought I'd already won it,"
1*Imes told newsmen. They had to wait
ler him while he took an exhuberant
lump in a swimming pool, wearing his
chanipionstup belt, and later soaked in
a hot tub.
"I wanted to take him out, arid he had
hurt me and I had hurt him. In the 15th,
I just wanted to give a good dosing
show."
Two of the judges gave the final
round to Holmes and one favored
Norton, and there was just one point
difference on each card, under the 10point must system where the winner of
the, round gets 10 points and the loser

nine or less.
Judges Harold Buck and Joe Swessel
scored 143-142 for the undefeated
Holmes, while Lou Tabot favored
Norton by the same count.
Norton wasn't a total loser, collecting
$2.3 million for the unsuccessful
defense of the title. Holmes' share of
the gate and TV money was $300,000.
Holmes hid the fact he had a sore arm
during the last week of workouts, and
was undergoing therapy on the left
bicep since Monday, when he. had last
sparred.
"Norton hurt it when he hit right on
the sore spot," said Holmes."I think he
might have had some idea of the trouble
'but I didn't want to let him know. I
didn't throw my jab as well as I might
have."
The jab was still effective enough to
keep the 8-5 favorite Norton at long
range much of the time.
Norton was hurt by a left hook in the
final round as the fighters belted toe-totoe in the nationally televised fight at

Sic

the Sports Pavilion of Caesars Palace.
The ex-Marine, who was declared the
champion when the WBC stripped Leon
Spinks of recognition, had opened the
round with jabs and a smashing left to
the body. Then the two slugged it out
with Holmes gaining the advantage.
"I made a mistake in judgment," the
32-year-old Norton said, "I misjudged
in letting him win the early rounds. I
was trying to let him use up his
energy."
That was what Muhammad Ali had
done when he fought and lost against
Spinks here, when the 1976 Olympic
champion proved surprisingly durable
for 15 rounds.
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Holmes, 209, said he planned to be a
fighting champion and hoped to end the
dual recognition since Spinks holds the
World Boxing Association crown.
"I want to be a fighting champion,"
the Pennsylvanian said, "There is no
doubt in my mind that I will hold the
title for a number oi years."

Nehemiah Bests The Best At AAU Track
LOS ANGELES API —
"This one had all the big
guys,"
said
Renaldo
Nehemiah, a 19-year-old who
is rapidly establishing himself
as one of the "big guys" in
track.
Nehemiah, a freshman at
Maryland, beat an. outstanding field in the 110-meter
hurdles Friday at the AAU
Track and Field Championships, running a meet
record 13.28. The victory

avenged a loss to UCLA's
Greg Foster in the recent
NCAA championships.
Foster, who set an
American record of 13.22 at
the collegiate meet in Oregon,
finished second in the AAU
competition at 13.43. Kerry
Bethel was third, and
defending champion James
Owens ran fourth.
"The difference here was
that I could concentrate on my
race rather than other

things," said Nehemiah, who
has expressed displeasure
with Maryland Coach Frank
Costello for using him in other
events.
- Nehemiah, a wiry 6-foot,
162-pounder, credited his
victory to a fast start, better
even than Owens, who is
known as one of the quickest
out of the blocks in track
today.
"I ran the first part of the
race like I did indoors," he

said. "That way,Foster would
have to catch me."
Nehemiah is now headed for
meets in Europe, and was
asked about the possibility of
running against Alejandro
Casanas of Cuba, the world
record holder at 13.21.
Mac Wilkins missed his
attempt to rewrite his world
discus record of 232-6, but still
won the event with a throw of
219-9. Ken Stadel was second
at 209-6.

Cramped His Style

Breeding, Not Betting, Is Name Of Game In Horse Racing
Lop off a million or two if he
NEW YORK (AP) When and chancy business whose minutes in all.
gets beat.
Affirmed charges from the human participants make
Affirmed has already won
A share in a syndication
starting gate at Belmont Park even big on-track bettors look
today, a lot more will be riding like a bunch of nickel-and- the first two rounds. Even means the shareholder can
before he won the Derby, send a mare to the stallion for
dimers.
on him than $2 bets.
owner, Louis Wolfson turned breeding each season as long
Not that there won't be
The
breeding
of down an $8 million offer for as the stallion remains at stud.
plenty of those. And big bets
thoroughbreds
$200
is
a
the 3-year-old colt, ,.who is If the shareholder does not
horse
earns
what
too. But
wish to send a Mare to the
racing its Sport of Kings million-a-year business in insured for $6 million.,
stallion during. a particular
nickname is breeding, a rich Kentucky alone. In the twoday, four-session Keeneland
So far, Affirmed has won season he can sell that serSummer Sale last July, 324 $1,023,227 off 12 first place vice.
Father's
yearlings were auctioned off finishes and two seconds in 14
Wolfson has indicated that
Day
for $27.651,000. an average of 'starts. A victory in the Affirmed will race next year
185,343.
$1 50,000-added Belmont and that he would keep half of
Stakes would be worth at least any syndication — meaning he
LL
A victory in the Belmont $90.000 imrnediately and much
would control half the
Stakes could bring Affirmed's more in the long ram.
stallion's 40 services each
worth as a stud up to
year.
somewhere in the area of $14
Top racehorses are synThe record racehorse
million, on a plateau where dicated into shares for
syndication
is $12 million for
many kings can't afford to
breeding, and should Affirmed Seattle Slew, the 1977 Triple
s, N4CE '8438
tread.
win the trying P' -mile Crown winner who will be
---Witting-fetstruments
classic,
his syndication. value retired to stud at the end of
The Belmont. the Kentucky
in Lustrous Chrome
would be about $14 million. this year. The $12 million is
Derby and the Prealmeas
Pen or Pencoi 7,50
make up the Triple Crown,
S1500
Set
racing's World Series, its

CROSS*

LINDSEY'S
JEWELERS

Super Bowl, a championship
fight whose action is packed
into three rounds, about 6'02

1145.M.WW.,

SPECIAL

Captain D's.

• 2piecesof fish filet

• crispfrench fries
• creasnycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hush puppies,
only
PLUS REG.DRINK

47

$1

ONLY
Reg.

2.07 -

Save 80(

Captain D's.
Offer good thrt. June 30,'78
Murray , Ky
753-9383
.‘

paper value since Mickey sire. Citation, the 1948 Triple
Taylor, Dr. Jim Hill and their Crown winner, was a dud at
wives, kept half the 40 shares stud, and Secretariat has yet
of $300,000 each.
to prove himself.
The Taylors and Hills don't
In fact, there are no
have 20 mares — certainly not guarantees for success in the
20 good mares — to send to world wheretbe.principals are
Seattle Slew each year. So 1,000-pound beasts of power
they will sell somtriwtretftnr —and-Sp0
- ,64'Whose legs can snap
services. The price of a ser- like matchsticks. Many
vice is usually one-fifth the horseman do not make
value of a syndication share, money; others make subwhich in the case of Seattle sistance wages.
Slew would be $60,000. But
According to R. Anthony
Taylor has indicated he would Chamblin, excutive director
want more than that.
the Horsemen's Benevolet and
Two partners who bought a Protective Association, the
share in Secretariat in 1973 for costs of raising a thorough$190,000 sold services in each
bred horse begin even before
of the 1973 Triple Crown the animal is conceived and
champion's first two breeding the average cost of just
seasons for $100,000 and then keeping one until age 3 is
sold their share for $500.000
roughly 216,327.
There is no guarantee a
To keep a horse in training
great racehorse will be a top at a major racing center costs

Trailblazers First Want Bird,
But Settle For Sure Thing

INDIANAPOLIS AP) — The Indiana
Pacers, who traded away the No. 1 pick
in the National Basketball Association
draft anitt,hen chose Kentucky forward
Rick Robey as the draft's third pick,
are still ready to make a deal.
"I'm still not quite satisfied with the
make-up of our team," said Pacer
Coach Bobby Leonard after the draft.
The loss of forward Danny Roundfield, who agreed to terms with the
Atlanta Hawks, contributed to
Leonard's feeling.
-It was a major loss," Leonard said
Friday after the Hawks announced
Roundfield had agreed to terms for a
siiryear contract. The announcement
was made in Atlanta during the NBA's
college draft.
"We lost a big forward and there
aren't many around," said Leonard.
"We don't have the depth for such a
Roundfield is joining the Hawks after
earning free agent status when he and
the Pacers were unable to agree on
terms of a new contract.
"He got big dollars," said Leonard.
"Atlanta just bid us and everyone else
interested in Danny out of the ball
game."
The Pacers are entitled to compensation for losing Roundfield, and
Leonard indicated he'd take a hard
stand in negotiations for that compensation.
"I'm not interested in draft choices
and money," he said. "We need a
player."
On the other hand, Leonard was
delighted over his selection of Robey, a
6-foot-10 forward al Kentucky's
national champions:,,and Wayne
Radford,an Indiana University veteran
who was A high school star here, on the
second round
.P.acers, selected Ricky -Lae-of-Oregon State, James Sparrow of North
Uar010111 A&T, Sherman Dillard of
James Madison and 011ie Matson of
Peppardine in later rounds.
"We're very happy with the draft and
the people we got," said Leonard, who
dealt the Pacers' No. 1 pick to Portland

Nation

Braves' Coach Ray Roberts and umpire George Catlett help Kim Wilson from the field after the Braves' pitcher developed a
cramp in his leg Friday night. Wilson returned, but the Giants defeated the Braves 6-3 in the Colt league contest.

on Thursday, in exchange for guard
Johnny Davis and the right to choose
third. The Trail Blazers, as expected,
took Minnesota's Mychal Thompson,
and Kansas City, picking second, took
North Carolina's Phil Ford.
"People are still going to call me
about deals and you're always willing„
to listen," said Leonard, who has been
very active in the trade market in the
last year.
Robey, a four-year starter for
Kentucky who averaged 14.4 points per
game last season, was in New York at
the league draft when the Pacers
picked him.
"I feel my strong point in college was
playing good defense, and I hope I can
become a complete player. One thing
I'll have to adjust to is the offense," he
said in a telephone interview.
He explained that in college he was
frequently used o set picks, giving his
teammates an opportunity to shoot, and
that Kentucky was used a lot more
offensive patterns than he anticipates
as a pro.
"I feel pro ball is more to my style of
play than college ball," added Robey.
"I'll have the freedom to take those 15to-18 footers."
Leonard said his first pith would
have been Indiana State's AllAmerican Larry Bird, who was named
by Boston as the sixth player selected in
the draft.
Bird repeated his intention to stay in
college Friday

Clive Dad
A

between $10,000 and $15,000
annually including such items
as training bills, transportation, entry and jockey
fees,
workmen's
compensation, unemployment
insurance, life insurance on
the horse and veterinary and
shoeing bills.

T-Shirt
on
Father's Day
from

T-Shirts
' Etc.

Chamblin noted that the
average purse in a race is
approximately $5,000. It is
estimated thatonly about 12.5
per cent of the thoroughbreds
at the track pay their way. In
1975, there were 58,818 horses
in 68203 races.
Charles Lewis, a veteran
Maryland trainer, once said
he tells people who want to
own horses that "with a little
luck this horse can earn
enough to educate your
children or a child, at least.

4.•
eci

1417 Olive

Mon.-Sat 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

(Family Owned
and Operated)

.

MONEY
RAISING EARTHWORMS

Notre Dame's Dave Batton, a 6-9
forward, was taken by the New Jersey
Nets on the third round, and his Irish
teammate, 6-3 Don "Duck" Williams
was tabbed by New Orleans on the fifth
round.
Two Purdue players were also
selected. The Nets took 6-8 forward
Walter Jordan on the fourth round, and
6-1 guard Eugene Parker, who indicated earlier he would play for the
amateur Athletes in Action, was
drafted by San Antonio in the fifth
round.
Mark Hayrnore, who transfered from
Indiana to the University of
Massachusetts two years ago, was
taken by Philadelphia, in the fifth
round, and Texas' Jim Krivaca, of
Southport, Ind., was Kansas City's
sixth round pick

:11

Send Name, Address, Phone.
Description of Facilities to:

UNIVERSAL WORM GROPNERB
EXCHANGE
P.O. BOX 135
SHAWNEE liSSKIKK8.ISl
(913)321-0047

Dr. Richard R. Cunningham, M.D., FACOG PSC announces he will be
moving his practice from 807 Poplar to

THE MURRAY WOMEN'S CLINIC
715 S. 12th, suite B

The Murray Women's Clinic will be exclusively limited to the practice
of Obstetrics and Gyneocology; and will open on or about July 1,1978.
Dr. Richard Cunningham
proudly announces the
association of

SAMUEL G. McCASKILL, JR. MD
as of July 1,1878
•

Represent
ederal
Insurance

CAN YOU ANSWER "YES" TO THESE QUESTIONS?
1. Do you like raising livestock?
2. Do you want a business of your own?
3. Do you need retirement or extra income?
4. Do you have a back yard or other land?
PERHAPS YOU CAN BECOME A WORM GROWER,
IF ACCEPTED AS A PRODUCER,WE OFFER:
•PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE •
MARKETING SERVICE
•EXCHANGE MEMBERSHIP
•COMPLETE SUPPLIES

NOTICE

"I'm very happy the Celtics have
shown enough interest in me to draft
me even though I'm not going to sign
until after next,season," Bird said.
A former teammate of Bird, Harry
Morgan, was a sixth round selection of
San
The
AP
P
Pacers,
Wai° ,who improved their front
Ass by stuntne-free'sgent-AterEnglish,
a 6-8 forward from Milwaukee Thursday,chose Lee,6-7, on the fourth round
and the 6-6 Sparrow on the fifth round.
Dillard, a 6-4 guard, went on the sixth
round, and the
21S•cound Matson,
the son of the former pro football great,
VIIIA picked on the seventh round.
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Luzinski Breaks
Slump,And Waves
By KEN RAPPOPORT
- AP Sports Writer
-Greg Luzinski has hardly
been a bull in a china shop so
far this season, but things are
finally starting to break for
him.
"The big guy's back," said
Larry Bowa after watching
his husky teammate crash two
home runs Friday night in
Philadelphia's 6-1 victory over
the Atlanta Braves.
Luzinski, a ferocious
swinger in past seasons aptly
called "The Bull," had been
hitting more like a lamb of
Late. Before his breakout
against
Atlanta,
the
Philadelphia left fielder had
carried the weight of a 10-for69 slump on his broad
shoulders,
the
most
frustrating of his major
league career.
But the ball looked as big as
a grapefruit to him Friday
night.
"I kept saying to myself,
'see the ball and wait on it,"
Luzinski said.
In the first .inning, he was
patient enough to wait for a
walk. Then in the third, he hit
a solo homer. And in the fifth,
Luzinski hit a two-run shot.
The Phillies, who have won
seven straight games and nine
of their last 10, reached
Solomon for two runs in the
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The Cardinals, before absorbing their 21st loss in 29
games, wiped out a two-run
Houston edge when Jim
Dwyer's two-out pinch single
in the fourth produced a 4-4
tie. But in the next inning, the
Astros moved back in front on
Cruz' tie-breaking RBI single
and pulled away with three
more runs, two on a single by
Dennis Walling.

Cubs 5, Padres 0
Dennis Lamp pitched a onehitter and Dave Kingman
blasted a two-run homer in the
first inning to lead Chicago
over San Diego. Lamp, 2-5,
helped his own cause with a
pair of run-scoring singles as
the Cubs captured their
seventh victory in their last
eight starts.
Lamp, a 25-year-old righthander, had a no-hitter until
Gene Richards singled with
two out in the sixth inning. The
only other baserunner for the
Padres was Gene Tenace, who
walked in both the second and
seventh innings.

MEMPHIS I AP) - As he often
does, Lee Trevino offered the key,
cogent observation.
"How are you gonna get a bad lie
in the fairway? Look up, move your
head when your fingers are placing
the ball?"
A series of thunderstorms live
drenched the Colonial Country Club
course and forced officials to allow
players to lift, clean and place the
biall in the fairways at the 8250,000
Danny Thomas-Memphis Golf
Classic.

Bob Nanney
107 N. 4th
753-4937

=6

Monday Special:

G SERVICE
E SUPPUES

Jose Cruz blasted four hits,
drove in five runs and scored
twice to pace Houston over St.
Louis. Houston right-hander
J.R. Richard fanned 12 batters, boosting his National
League leading total to 111,
before needing relief help
from Joe Sambito during a
Cardinal rally inthe sixth.

Mets 3, Plants 2

)NS?

IROWERI

Astros 11,
Cardinals 7

Bill Robinson and Willie
Stargell drove in three runs
each as Pittsburgh came from
seven runs behind to defeat
Cincinnati. The Reds led 8-1
after five innings with the help
of a three-run homer by
George Foster and the five-hit
pitching of Paul Moskau.
But Moskau left the game
with a stiff shoulder, and
Pittsburgh erupted for four
runs in the sixth off reliever
Dave Tomlin. The Pirates
took the lead for good with six
runs in the seventh inning,
during which they rapped
eight hits, including a two-run
double by Robinson and an
RBI double by Stargell.

,1978.

Rodriguez then lined a
By TOM CANAVAN
Splittorff pitch into the lower
AP Sports Writer
deck in left field for his fifth
It was supposed to be Polishhomer of the season.
American night in Detroit, but
Detroit added its third run in
don't tell Whitey Herzog and
the fourth off Splittorff, 7-5, on
Ralph Houk that.
an RBI single by rookie Alan
Herzog thought it was Old
Trammell.
Timers Night and Houk
decided to make it Mexican
Night.
American League
"I've seen more Walter
Johnsons and Lefty Groves
Billingham, 5-3, gave up an
this week," Kansas City
unearned run in the opening
Manager Herzog said after
inning and needed help from
watching Jack Billingham and
Hiller in the ninth when the
John Hiller combine on a
Royals put men on first and
three-hitter, leading the
second with none out. The
Tigers to a 3-2 victory over his
lefty relief specialist got out of
Royals Friday night.
"Billingham pitched good," the inning surrendering a
sacrifice fly to Al Cowens to
Herzog said. "We only hit two
pick up his seventh save of the
balls hard all night."
season.
While Herzog may have
been complaining about the
old timers, Houk was gloating
Indians 7, Twins 3
about his Mexican, third
baseman Aurelio Rodriguez.
David Clyde picked up his
It should have been fourth victory with a brilliant
Mexican night tonight," assist from reliever Jim Kern
Tigers' pilot Houk said with a as
Cleveland
defeated
smile, alluding to the annual Minnesota to snap a fourPolish-American Night given game losing streak.
Clyde, 4-0, gave up a run in
at at Tiger Stadium.
If a right-hander had pit- the first inning and got a
ched for Kansas City, Houk major assist from Kern in the
would have started Phil seventh inning when the
Polish- flame-throwing right-hander
Mankowski,
a
American, at third base in- came on and got Cleveland out
stead of Rodriguez. But when of a basesloaded, none out
the Royals, who have now lost jam.
four in a row, elected to pitch
left-hander Paul Splittorff,
Brewers 3, Jays 2
Rodriguez started and Kansas
City footed the bill.
Ben Oglivie, after failing
Jason Thompson was safe twice to sacrifice, singled with
on an error by Kansas City none out in the 10th inning to
third baseman George Brett to score pinch-runner Jim
open the Tigers' second. Gantner from second as

Milwaukee nipped Toronto.
Mike Caldwell, 6-3, went the
distance for the Brewers who
won their fourth game in their
last five starts.

Yanks 3, Angels 1
Bucky Dent singled home
two runs with two-out in the
ninth inning snapping a 1-1 tie
and leading New York over
California and Frank Tanana.
Chris Chamblast • started the.
Yankees winning attack in the
ninth with a out-out double.
After Tanana, 9-3, got the
second out, Cliff Johnson was
intentionally walked but Dent
singled down the left-field line,
scoring both runners.
Munson,
Thurman
previously 0-for-36 lifetime
against Tanana, homered in
the fourth inning for the
Yankees.
Dwight Evans knocked in
the game-winner with a ninthinning single, helping Boston
over the Seattle and giving
unbeaten Luis Tiant his fifth
victory of the season.
Tient scattered nine hits,
including a solo home run to
Bruce Bochte in the ninth
inning.

Sox 4, Rangers 3
Bill Nahorodny's two-run
single capped a three-run
sixth inning as Chicago
defeated Texas Rangers and
posted its fifth straight victory
and 12th in the last 13 games.
Al Oliver homered for
Texas, which had a four-game
winning streak snapped.

Euvie Nell Mitchell scored her first hole-in-one on the 155yard 2nd hole at the Murray Country Club Tuesday. She used a
seven wood for the shot, witnessed by Betty Lowry and Venela
Sexton of Murray and Millie Ballone of Metroplis, Ill. Mitchell
accomplished the feat during a practice round for last Thursday's George Hart Invitational.
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Biblts &
Complete Book Of Running
Crockett's Victory Garden
Series
John Jokes Bicentennial
Audubon Society Field Guide To Birds
Genius In You
How To Wake Up The Financial
Book of Merlyn
Book of Lists
Gnomes
Silmarillion
Manstyle

NCAA Champion Ky Wildcat
Record Albums, T-Shirts & Books
We Special Order and Impnot
Court Square Murras

Books

Our Chopped
Siiioin Meal
Including our garden-fresh salad bar

$2.19
With fries or baked potato
and topping, Stockade
Toast, drink. A complete
meal, priced like a snack!

SIRLOIN

STOCKADE
Bel-Air Center

round, but it took some spectacular
putting to achieve his 136 total,
shots under par.lie scored four
times from the 12-to-15-foot range
and dropped two more from about 25
feet.
"I putted the ball very _well,"
Simons said. "But, basically, the
key was that I didn't make many
mistakes."
Tied for second at , 137 were
veteran Kermit Zarley and Alan
Tapie

laves Leads West All-Stars, 107-101
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Jerry Eaves' 29 point performance helped lift the West
All-Stars to their fourth
straight victory in the annual match-up, slipping past the
East 107-101.
The Louisville Ballard
player scored six straight
points late in the fourth
quarter to extend the West's
lead from 97-90 to 103-90 with
1:43 remaining.
The East began a-comeback, cutting the West's lead
to 103-97 with 38 se,conds left as
Doug Schloemer of Covington

he will be

le practice

Billingham, Tigers
Whip Kansas City

And Jim Simons., a_ recent winner
of the Memorial Tournament, took
advantage of the ruling to fire a 4under-par 68 and a one-shot lead
Friday halfway through the chase
for a $50,000 first isrize.
"If you drive the ball well, then
you're in the fairway," he explained.
"If you're in the fairway, you can
place the ball. And, by placing it,
you're able to maneuver the ball,
control it. It helps a lot."
Simons maneuvered himself into
position for six birdies in the second

Murray-Woman's Clinic
trt

PORI'S

Schatzeder in his first decision
of the year. Dodger starter
Tommy John, 7-4, took the
loss.
Reggie Smith hit a two-run
homer in the first off Expos
starter Rudy May and the
Dodgers scored three runs in
the third on one hit and three
Montreal errors for a 5-0 lead
before the Expos rallied.

TIMES)

Srniiin's Grabs Second-Round Lead

Represent. ng
Federal Kemper
Insurance Company

1MS

Pirates 11, Reds 9

Willie Montanez'40th RBI of
the season drove home Steve
Henderson with the winning
run in the eighth inning as
New York rallied for two runs
to beat San Francisco.
Bob Knepper, the Giants'
National League starter, gave only five hits
until the eighth. He struck out
Elliott Maddox to start the
first as Bake McBride, Sch- inning, but then walked Lee
midt and Luzinski walked to Mazzilli. Henderson doubled
load the bases, and Richie to score Mazzilli with the tying
Hebner lashed a two-run run, and Montanez followed
single to right.
with his game-winning hit, a
Luzinski then walloped his line drive through the drawnllth homer of the season in the in Giant infield.
third to make it 3-1 in the
Phillies' favor. Then, in the Expos 10, Dodgers 9
fifth, Larry Bowa doubled
Larry Parrish hit his first
with one out and scored on
Mike Schmidt's single. major league grand slam
Luzinski worked a one-ball, homer to cap a six-run fourth
one-strike count and walloped inning that powered Montreal
the next pitch over the left- over Los Angeles. The rally
center field fence for his 12th made a winner of reliever Dan

Insurance.
Ask us about
the new
comprehensive
Multi-medicaFa
policy.

live

of the season and a 6-1
Philadelphia lead.
Meanwhile,
with
the
exception of a home run by
Biff
Pocoroba,
Larry
Christenson held the Braves
scoreless for his fourth victory
in eight decisions, and first
since beating Cincinnati on
May 14.

(MURRAY LEDGER

Conrad H. Jones, M. D.
Gene Cook, M.D.
trinounces the Association of

M. D.
Thomas L. Green,gynecology

in the practice of obstetrics and
at

305 S.8th Street
Murray, Kintualiarn
Office Hours: By Appointment

•

Holmes scored seven straight free throws froth Eaves,
points,
upped its lead to 107-99 with 20
But the West, getting two seconds left to secure the win.

Major League Standings
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
..W
L
Pct. GB
Chi
31 21
.596
Phil
29 21
.580
1
Mont '31 24
.564
lit
NY
27 .30
.474
libz
Pitt
24 28
.462
7
SLou
22 36
.379 12
WEST
SFra 32 21
.604
Cinc
34 23
.596
LA
28 27
.509
5
Hous
23 29
.442
81:
SDie
23 31
917
.415
Atla
20 33 _ .377 12
Friday's Games'
Chicago 5, San Diego 0
Montreal 10, Los Angeles 9
New York 3,San FranciscrPhiladelphia 6, Atlanta 1
"Pittsburgh 11, Cincinnati 9
Houston 11, St. Louis 7
Saturday's Games
San Francisco (Blue 6-4)
New York ;Kobel 0-0)
San Diego(Perry 4-2) at chi
cago ( Roberts 3-0)
Cincinnati (Seaver 6-41 ,(1
.Pittsburgh Blyleven 4-5)
Los Angeles ( Rhoden 5-3
Montreal(Twitchell 3-4), In
.Atlanta ( Ruthven 2-6)
Philadelphia ( Kaat 2-0), In
Houston I Lemongello 5-6
St. Louis(B.Forsch 74). (n
Sunday's Games
Atlanta at Philadelphia
icinnatiat Pittsburgh
San Friinctied at New York
. Los Angeles at Montreal
San Diego at Chicago
Houston at St, Louis
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet. (.11
W
L

Bost
NY
Detr
Bait
Milw
Clev
Toro

37
32
30
30
27
24
19

19
.661
22
.593
4
51
.566
23
61 25
.545
81.
26
.509
28
.462 11
33
.365 16
WEST -.
Oakl
32 24
.571 Tex
28 25
.528
2/
1
2
KC
27 25
.519
3
Cal
28 27
.509
3/
1
2
Chi
24 29
.45.3
61
/
2
Minn
.389 10
21 33
Seat
19 39
.329 14
Friday's Games
Cleveland 7, Minnesota 3
Detroit 3. Kansas City 2
Milwaukee 3, Toronto 2, 10 innings
Chicago 4, Texas 3
Baltimore 5, Oakland 3
New York 3, California I
Boston 3, Seattle 2
Saturday's Games
Kansas City (Leonard 4-9) at
I >etroit (Sykes 3-3)
Toronto_ (Underwood 2-6) at
Milwaukee (Travers 2-2)
Baltimore ( Palmer 7-4 at
Oakland (Renko 1-1)
Boston (Torrez 8-2) at Seattle
(Pole 4-6)
Minnesota ( Erickson 7-3) at
Cleveland (Wise 3-9), in)
Chicago (Stone 5-3) at Texas
(Ellis 4-2),(n
New York I Gullett
) at
;'alifornia ( Ryan 3-6,in)
Sunday's Games
Kansas City at Detroit
Toronto at Milwaukee,2
Minnesota at Cleveland
New York at California
Baltimore at Oakland
.Boston at Seattle
Chicago at Texas, )n)

IS.THAT
YOUR AIR
CONDITIONER?
It may be . . . fits filter is dirty. A filter that hasn't been
changed or cleaned in 30 days is likely dirty. And; as your air
conditioner breezes along to keep cool air circulating, this puts
a strain on it. Coated, clogged, laden with dust and lint, a dirty
filter causes the easy breeze to become a labored wheeze.
And the strain adds unnecessary cost to your electrit
Remedy? Just cool with a clean filter, and you'll cool easy,
cool cheaper.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayheld
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Murray Business News Briefs

2 Notice

Shipwash Boat and Motor
Holds Grand Opening
Shipwash Boat & Motor introduced to the United
appointed dealer. for., new States in 1976, after being
marketed successfully in
Mariner Outboards...
Shipwash Boat & Motor was South America, Europe, and
recently appointed to sell and Australia since 1974. The
service Mariner outboards, a outboards have distinguished
new line of outboard motors themselves in endurance tests
produced by a division of the on three continents as offering
Corporation's simple, long-lasting, depenBrunswick
outboard
power.
Marine Power Group. Located dable
at 203 E. Main in Murray, Originally designed for use in
Shipwash Boat & Motor will saltwater areas, all Mariner
handle the complete 14-model outboards offer the protection
line of Mariner outboards,two of corrosion -resistant
stainless steel in the prop,
thru 140 horsepower.
drive,and shift shafts.
Mariner Outboards were
•

aft

151

Mariner is a division of the
Corporation's
Brunswick
Group,
Power
Marine
headquartered in Fond du
Lac, Wis. Distribution centers
are located in Fond du Lac,
North Brunswick, N. J., New
Orleans, La., and ,Jacksonvine,Fla.
During the recent grand
opening Gary Crass's name
was drawn for a new 8 HP
outboard motor!
The Owners are David and
Joy and Bill and Ann Shipwash.

Burley Growers Get Together
Unity among the various
factions of the burley tobacco
business in Kentucky is
almost unheard of, but things
may be changing.
THE WINNER Gary Crass, left was the winner of this
For example, a most
eight HP Mariner motor given away in Shipwash Motors
unlikely delegation of tobacco
grand opening. Congratulating Gary is David Shipwash
representatives will descend
One of the owners. Shipwash Motors is located at 203 E.
Agriculture
U.S.
upon
Murray.
Main, near downtown
Secretary Bob Bergland
Thursday June 8) in an attempt to wip him over to loose
leaf burley marketing.
The delegation, organized
by the Council for Burley
Tobacco in Lexington, is
composed of representatives
all segments of the
Small
Business statement. Phone 502) 442_ of virtually
A
growe,rs,
industry:
7561.
Loan
Administration
, tobacco
warehousemen
SBA provides counseling
be
will
representative
and exporters.
companies
Service
the
through
service
available in Paducah, at City
"It's almost unbelievable,"
Hall second floor), Com- Corps of Retired Executives said one industry observer.
missioner's Chambers, from (SCORE) on the first 'Thur"Last year you couldn't get
9700 a.m. til 12:00 noon, sday of each month at the
these guys to agree on
Thursday, June 15, 1978 to above location..
anything. Now it's virtually
and
financial
discuss
"Yes„
management assistance
. •
—
ota- new home is
small
to
available
TI`
'
fully protected..."
businessmen.
Visits by SBA staff are
made to Paducah to reduce or
eliminate the need for area
businessmen to travel to
Louisville for the agency's
services.

SBA Rep.
In Paducah

inquiring
Businessmen
about SBA loan are asked to
bring with them current profit
and ,loss statements and a
balance sheet for the last
complete business year.
Persons not presently in
business, but seeking financial
help- to start should bring a
current personal financial

During the inflationin
Germany after WWI,
notes for a trillion
marks were printed.
The worst inflation ever
was in Hungary in 1946
when notes were issued
in denominations of a
trillion
hundred
pengoes!

Finance your new car, color TV or other appliance with a loan from us at low bank rates.

PEOPLES BANK

0/

acutuAv

Member Fpic

NT

From Fishing Boats
to
Cabin Cruiser
The Best Protection
Comes From Us

TWIN LAKE HOLDS DEMONSTRATION DAY jack Benton, left,lYwner of Twin Lakes
Office Supply, and Charles Olree, center,owner of Winchester Printing Services, look
on as Dennis Smith,SMC corporation representative shows the new SMC 1200 during
Twin lakes demonstration day. Twin Lakes will be the dealer for the new copier in this
area.

Twin Lakes Office Supply
Has Demonstration Day

unanimous. . They're all in the Burley Council and the
favor-at least to some degree- plan's chief author. "Bergland
to try the loose leaf bales."
told us the first thing we'd
Many burley farmers want have to do was organize and
Recently Twin Lakes Office
to market their product in all agree on a plan before he'd
downtown Murray,
Products,
our
way.
going
consider
bales because they say it's
day for
demonstration
a
had
the
plan."
Here's
has
and
faster
and
cheaper
local
businessmen.
burley
tobacco
unity
the
The
little or no .effect on the
industry has forged on this The showing featured the
burley's quality.
Bergland, on the other hand, front may serve it well as it SCM 1200, of which Twin
has steadfastly maintained faces other battles in the Lakes will be the only dealer
that any burley not prepared future such as the renewed with in a four codity region.
in the traditional tied hands challenge to the price support "Twin Lakes will be our
manner will be ineligible for program and the anti-smoking quad county dealer," said
campaign launched by HEW Dennis Smith. SCM's sales
federal price supports.
The trip to Washington this Secretary Joseph Califano. representative," by this, we
That tobacco is in trouble is mean the only dealer for
tobacco
by the
week
Graves,
delegation is yet another apparent in Kentucky as Calloway, Marshal,
counties.
and
Henry
watched
here
farmers
have
Bergland
attempt to convince
The new copy machine has
of the merits of loose leaf tobaco income decline in the
many interesting features.
Last
year,
past
threeyears.
marketing; supporters of the
The copier itself is a roll fed
loose leaf concept already Kentucky farmers planted
bond copier that cuts paper to
and
burley
170,000
acres
of
have used lawsuits, threats
legal or letterhead sizes. It
million
$505
that
more
realize
and protests.
also has a single sheet by pass
'•We've fulfilled our half of for its sales. In 1976, the crop that allows you to supply
$540
than
more
brought
the deal," says Jack Lewyn of
colored stock or your own
million. •
T
letterhead.
• „
:*
The 1200 is capable of turnAw33,
A!
•e
LS
,
ing up to 99 copies without
-11•
stopping, it copies on both
sides of the paper, and uses a
toner for image at a cost of
than two cents a copy.
Twin Lakes is required by
the SCM corporation to have a
factory trained representative

The

Murray Insurance
Agency
We represent the finest Insurance compaines in the
business, such a.s:
• Si. Paul Fire & Marine
• West American
* Western Surity
• Fireman's Fund American Life
• New Hampshire Insurance Group
* Continental Insurance Co.

• Fidelity and Deposit
• Fireman's Fund Insurance Co.
• Hartford Insurance Group
• Home Insurance CA).
• Kentucky Insurance (co.
• Ohio Casuity

Free Estimates
Best Quotes In Town!

on hand, so that they can
service any malfunction in the
product and back up what they
sell.
JaCk Benton owner of Twin
Lakes Office Supplies was
very pleased with the corn-

munities response and stated,
'Now we carry a copier that
can be afforded by about any
business and one that I feel
can be a vital part of the office
system.

BENNETT IL ASSOCIATES
Group Insurance Specialists
Serving West Kentucky & Tenn.
Representing

OST M
billfold b(
Oil Statii
Hall. Mu
portant,
back. Lek
Martin Oi
753-851a.

DAN1
A great we

TRIN

Call 7
751

Fattfi
His'T
St,
Hari
12th an
753

Fro
ars

GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone: 759-1486

B & J Hydraulics
',-

The New Service for Murray!
A Hydraulic REBUILDING SHOP
We rebuild your hydraulic or air cylinders, all types of
hydraulic or air jacks or lifts, pumps, control or selector
valves, porta-powers — whether your equipment be farm,
construction, business or industrial, we can fill your
hydraulic needs.
Call Us At
436-2788
Component pick-up and delivery can be arranged.
Service calls available at your request.
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'
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SALE
S.ise now during this once-a-year event!
Ends June 15th.

q0V DOr
UJITM A i
TO YOL

LET'S
DOWN
SHOPi
CENT

kitirttenAid
Built-In kl)1-18

753-47.51

SAVE $30.

SUM BAIL
THIS i5 1
TIME OF
I LIKE 13

Far tors(lose-Out
KitchenAid
Front-Loading
Portable KOD-678

SAVE $30.

KitchenAid
Convertible-Pin-14W
KI)1-58

While supplies last!

Congratulations
to

Plus—
big factory
savings on these
Kik henAid
time-savers.

kit( henAid

Trash
ompactor
KC S-rooR

Kitu henAid
Stainless Steel
12isposers
kWS-1100 or KWI-200

SAVE $20.

SAVE $15.

Gary-Crass
Shipwash Boat & Motor

Von Hoverstock

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
6

SLIME

LOOK X
LETTER 7.
FROM Tu
,EPARTMe

SAVE $30.

Call 753-4451

Thurman

_

*********************
DANS
3
Ik5
,06*****
i00

Bel-Air
Shopping Center

Billy

641

753-0461

SANK- NOTES

by Bill Boyd

"63

tireinie toss
2101. Maio

AS OF T
Barry D
longer re
any debt
own.

[win Lakes
vices, look
100 during
pier in this

AS OF THIS date, 1,
Barry Dunn, am no
longer responsible for
any debt other than my
own.

Paschall
Camper Sales
our Nomad Dealer

OPEN
NON-SAT
5 Ai south of
Murray
492-8114

BIBLE FACTS INC.
James 2:10 states "For
whosoever shall keep
the whole law, and yet
offend in one point, he is
guilty of all." And
Proverbs 14:12 "There
is a way that seemeth
right unto a man, but the
end thereof are the ways
of death." Why not
search God's instruction
book for the right way?
For Bible Answers and
study call 759-4600. Bible
service Saturday 3 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m.

OST MAN'S black
billfold between Martin
Oil Station and Pool
Hall. Money not important, want papers
back. Leave papers at
Martin Oil Station. Call
753-85a -

A great way to exercise
Classes with

TRINA NICKS

e and stated,
a copier that
33,about any
e that I feel
t of the office

.anged

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035? Free Parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

EXPERIENCED
waitress, steady work,
top pay, plus excellent
tips. Call 474-2259 for
appointment.
LADIES-HOW TO start
your own multimillion
dollar business (for less
than ;70.00). You can
earn ;3000.00 to ;6000.00
in 6 months, work full or
part time. No gimmicks.
No tricks. All in black
and white,for you to see.
For complete details of
our future write Carmen
Reeder, 1305 Main,
Benton, Ky. 42025, 5278774 or 527-3770, Polly
Main,
Keith, 1502
Benton, Ky. 527-3033.

It's A Fad
Father Buys
His Tools At

Starks
Hardware
12th and Poplar
753-1227
Free Gift
Wrapping

0.

DING SHOP
11 types of
or selector
tt be farm,
fill your

Under
new
management. Opening
Tuesday June 12.
Senior
Citizens
Discount on Tuesday
and Wednesday.

WATKINE
FOR
Prod.ucts. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th,, Phone 7533128.

Though time hath
ickened up:mar girth
,d grizzled up _wur
4er42:0 -Happy
'rthdov- rayon, dear,
today, you're fifty-,
eight.

Happy
Birthday

PERSONS OF high moral
character interested in
singing or playing piano
in a gospel quartet, to
perform at nursing
homes and at various
other
charity
organizations should
call 759-4600.

Repair and replace
window glass and
shower doors. Repair
patio doors, rollers
handles, locks, replace
screen and glass.
Repair or replace
storm doors, windows,
aluminum store front
work and plate glass.
Insulated glass and
auto
glass
replacement.

.4nn
Snotsi” the Dalmation
--46441+P -Jew GeMot dee SIIIMP14"

LfOt)DON'Ti.,IKE FLYING

WITH A MESSAGE 11E0
TO YOUR LE6, HUH?

Hospital,
Community
Greenville, Ky. 42345.
patient
Beginning
care,
centered
(Modified primary
care). RN's are back at
the bedside doing total
care with only 5-6
patients. New salary
schedule and fringe
benefits. Opening on all
shifts. Write or call
Director of Nursing
502-338-4211.
WANTEDHELP
Experienced painter for
contractor. Commercial
and Residential painting. Call 753-9382 after
5.
- ADDITIONAL help
Jerry's
needed at
Refinishing and Custom
Built Furniture. Call
492-8837.
STUFFERS AND Mailers
URGENTLY
NEEDED! $25.00 per
hundered GUARANselfTEED. Send
addressed
stamped
envelope, TK ENTERPRISE,--Box 21679,
Denver, CO 80221.

i

LOCAL FIRM looking for
experienced secretary
with bookkeeping skills.
Fringe benefits, paid
vacation, salary
negotiable. Send resume
to P. 0. 32 D Murray,
Ky. 42071.
IMMEDIATE OPENING,
Tennessee Opportunity
Program is accepting
applications for an out
reach worker to cover
Calloway County. For
information call -.446111.
FISHER-PRICE TOYS,
a division of Quaker
Oats Co., has a temporary opening for a
key-punch operator on
the afternoon shift. 1-2
years experience in key
punch
operating
required. If you feel
qualified, please contact
John Warren, manager,
Fisher-Price Toys,
Murray, KY. Call 7530450.
Equal
Employment Opportunity
Employer.
1.4 _
LOCAL FIRM lookinefor
experienced secretary.
Manual Shorthand skills
required.
Fringe
benefits and
paid
vacation. Send resume
to P.O. Box 32E,
Murray, KY 42071.
WANTED PART-time
nutrition site manager
for Ellis Community
Center. Apply at Murray
Calloway County Senior
Citizens Club, 203 S. 5th
Street.

tnnee4iirte opening for Deaf
tsinen-Detoiler for Civil end
Structural Engineer projects.
Experienced required. Attrective salary and fringe
benefits. Sebald remise to
Ted Billington Consulting
Engineers, P. 0. Box 422,
Murray, Kontocky 42071.
ATTN. MAN

It

SO PEOPLE WILL
THINK OuR CAR IS
AIR-CONDITIONED

WAIff ADS ARE YOUR BEST BHT

WANTED SOMEONE to
cut, rack, and bail approximately 30 acres of
fescue hay located
approximately at
Concord. 436-5536.

SEWING MACHINE
ExOPERATOR.
perience desired but not
necessary. Apply at
ManufacCalloway
turing, 111 Poplar.

LET'S TRY SOMETHING
ELSE THEN_

LET'S DRiVR
DOWN TO THE
SHOPPING
CENTER

RE/

SCHOOL TEACHER
NEEDS babysitter in
my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. during school year.
Must have own transportation and willing to
do light housekeeping.
Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.
WANTED SOMEONE to
take care of 30 acres of
Hay, Timothy and
Clover. C. T. Jeffrey.
Call 474-2323.
TRUCK DRIVER. See
Doris Ezell or Elaine
Pittenger at Murray
Silica Sand, Industrial
Road,753-7196.
EXWANTED
PERIENCED
babysitter,
transport
and referehce required.
759-4607.
EXPERIENCED BODY
shop man. See Billy, c-o
Carroll V. W., 800
Chestnut.
WANTED - HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.
TUTOR IN reading for 8
year old boy. Call 7535094.

WE DO masonry work,
anything in brick or
block. Specialize in
repair work. Phone
901-243-4651.

MONEY TO LOAN for
farms, business construction, real estate,
venture capital and
start ups Any worth
while project considered. $5,000 and up.
Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 10 p.m
INVESTOMNI
GUARANTEE
$340 NET PER MIL
PART-TIME
Our latest program in
automatic
merchandising
features the new pop-top hot
foods. All are national-known
brands such as Heinz. Campbell's, Hormel, Chef Boy-Ar
Dee, etc. All accounts are
secured by us in office
buildings, schools, industrial
plants and hosptials in your
area We need reliable people
in your area to service these
accounts, W. yrrior Hrurxr
isonhowU yew •N iormatorra
ever.t.,
i•Mot .
whWasii• MIN*
%CM"
vrerrerty pnem ed Dania. You
provide 8-10 hours Your choice
weekly,
,erv ices b I e
automobile, be ready to start
in 30 days, minimum investment,1300t

For Information Call
Ton-Free
I 4110M-60111
Operator 60
Phones Staffed
24Hr Day

AND
BENNETT
ASSOCIATES. Group
Insurance Specialists
serving West Kentucky
Tennessee.
and
Representing GOLDEN
RULE LITE INS. CO.
Phone 75q-486.

f

HIM BAILEY
THIS IS THE
TIME OF YEAR
LIKE BEST

IT'S 70 DE&REES,
THE SUN'S BRIGHT,
SKY'S CLEAR,
BIRDS StSING...

$30.

*lies last!

RE GivING ME A
SPECIAL REWARD
Pore BEING SUCN A
GOOD CUSTOMER

THEY RE
EXTENDING ME
A 4100
CREDIT LINE
°

With crop-Hail Insurance.
Protect the value of
your growing eirnPs
from the devastating
effects of hail.
Stop ID" today

Joe Sledd
Agency

el

110.1""

TILLERS 5 h. p. chain
drive. Briggs and
Stratton engines.
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
model 553, $99.99, model
554, $109.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 ar 7531551,
5,000 BTU THOMAS
Edison air conditioner.
Five piece bedroom
suite, both 1 year old.
Call after 5 p.m. 7591436.
SMOKE DETECTORS,
nationally
advertised
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.
KINGWOOD HEATERS
-automatic, brick lined
cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester
4 ply white wall,
premium
grade.
A78x13", $19.30 plus
$1.74 FET, C78x13",
$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,
G78x1,4" or 15", $24.81
$2.60
FET,
plus
H78x15", $26.36 plus
$2.85 FET, L78x15",
$28.29 plus 63.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble South 9th. Call
753-5719.
SEVERAL USED riding
mowers, 10 used push
mowers. Murray Ford
Tractor, 759-4895.
FOR SALE- store fixtures. Island, glass
shelves, tables and
more. Special Occasion,
121 Bypass.
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 759Ill'/ after 4 p.m.

TNE PNAITIll -r1 pie AIRPDR r
V

AT 7A/840e1A10... rmAc.., WE'RE.
ET TING A
MES5o415E....
ASOUT
LAM?
ZI
L
0
AVVIr!
/- Ti4A1T

rTroop,
wERE
WIA i T I N6 FOR
'

20
U-S E D
REFRIGERATORS
arriving, $100-$200, 20
used air condition, $50$200. At Murray Ford
arriving Thursday. Still
have several school
desk, $2.00 each. Lots of
other useful furniture
items arriving Thursday.
Craftsman
tablesaw with all blades,
$235. Several gas stoves,
some T.V. sets. Several
other useful items.
Murray Ford Tractor,
759-4895.
RD 250 Super condition,
$325. MX 250, good
condition, $200 plus shop
bill. Helmets included.
Call 753-0650.
FOR SALE- Heavy Duty
Speed Queen washer
and dryer. White, 2
years old. $150. Call
after 6 p.m. 753-6061.

KWI-200

Maw..

WANT TO buy 1-3 acres of
land with trees on water
system. 753-8491 after 5
p.m.

JOHN DEERE riding
mower. Good condition.
Call 753-1575.

lose-Out
id
'ding
KIM)-67B

th k.

ON LAND CONTRACT 10
to 30 acres. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P.O. Box
223, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

a

t

.
I
_TOL SALE 0.111..T.BADE
--- for gum or cars, Show
Bud pedal steel guitar
(professional I. Volume
control
Pedal.
Professional case amp.
$500. or make offer. Call
436-2145

SALE, small
FOR
bathroom sink, double
kitchen sink, both white
ataialesssteeL75341a,
WEED EATER:: Clippie model, $19.99..
Snippy model, $39.99.
Needie model,500 or 507,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

FOR SALE-Decorated
Rock,
Rip -rap,
driveways white rocked
and
graded, free
estimates, Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p.m.
12 HP BUCHINEER, 12'
aluminum boat and
trailer. Good condition,
$325.00. Call 753-5159
after 5 p.m.
USED PHILCO double
door refrigerator, $135.
Used electric adding
machine, $50. Good
condition. Call -436-5836.

TWO EVENING gowns,
size 5, excellent condition. Call 767-6154.
FOR SALE, 24" blue and
white boys 10 speed
bicycle. 1 year old.
Excellent condition. Call
753-2950. English Riding
Habit, size 5, navy blue.
Good condition. $25. Call
753-2950.
'68 NOMAD 16' trailer.
Has all kitchen appliances, sleeps four.
Cell and make offer. 14'
Starcraft,
40
hp
Evinrude, $450. Call 7591757 after 5.
3 MAN beach raft with
paddles, ;20; chest of
drawers,$10. 753-0744.
BED STEAD, chest of
drawers, desk, coffee
table, cushion stools and
lamps. Call 753-5820.
DINETTE SET, 2 leaves,
6 chairs, $30.00. VW
luggage carrier-VW
price $39.00 our price
$15.00. 753-0797.
FOR SALE, Burley plant
bed, 25 ft., also 2 wheel
barrow& Call 753-2304.
FOR SALE, riding lawn
mower and cart. 8 h.p.
roto tiller. $300. Two
dinette sets, one small
and one large. Call 7530990.
TURNTABLE,
LAB-100
REALISTIC
with ADC magnetic
elliptical cartridge. 7674383 after 4 p.m.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
WANT TO sell; camper,
tent trailer, sleeps 6,
electric Nesco roaster,
753-0565.
OFFICE EQUIPMENTdesk, 3 metal shelves,
two 30 drawer cabinets,
addressograph typewriter, wooden tables
and 190 new unfolded
cardboard boxes. Call
753-9414 or 753-7316.

16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.

USED SINGER SEWING
machine, zig zag, all
regular
attachments.
Sews perfect, fully
gyaranteed. Full cash
price, $39.50. Paymedh
may be arranged. For
free home demonstration write Martha
Hopper,
Route
5,
Benton, Ky. or call 3548619.

JOHN DEERE. wagon,
$250. Call 436-2355 or 4362788.
1977 FORD TRACTOR,
1600, 2 cylinder diesel.
Call 753-8169 after 5 p.m.
BALER TWINE 9,000 ft.
Premium
quality
guaranteed, $10.99 per
bale. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

40 H. P. JOHNSON 15'
boat and trailer. $350.
Record in fathometer,
$125. Call 436-2538.

TROMBONE, like new;
used one year. Call 7530011.
PIANO FOR SALE.
Baldwin, brown wood,
excellent condition. Call
753-9930.
KIMBALL MUSIC
CENTER 601 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Across from Irving Cobb
Hotel. Ph 443-3879 Shop
if you like, but check our
prices. Open late Friday
nights.

NEED GRAIN BINS,
don't buy from anyone,
until you get our quote.
The best bin at the
lowest
cost.
Agri
Products, 753-3000 or
753-9920.

FREE
Inspection

SEVERAL USED tractors in stock 'with
equipment to match.
Murray Ford Tractor,
759-4895.
1977 FORD TRACTOR,
1600, 2 cylinder diesel.
Call 753-8169 after 5 p.m.
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $92.50. Standard, $85.00. Truck bed
protectors, $75.00. Tail
gate protectors,
stainless steel, $15.
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
111-1066 CAB and air,
radio, tork, duals, and
weights. Sharp '74
model, ;14,000. Max
Workman,
Brownsgrove, Ky., 435-4253
ALLIS-CHALMEFtS 630", no-till planter.
Fertilizer attachments.
$3850. 753-5107, 753-4003.
1975 33000 JOHN DEERE
combine. 546 hours air
crinrliti ma(j, neater, a
and C tires, flexible
cutter bar. 244 corn
header.
Excellent
condition. $22,000. 7535107, 753-4003.
16' 'GOOSENECK
Livestock trailer. Used 6
months. Good tires,
good floor, electric
brakes. $2000, 753-9807.
FOR SALE tobacco ana
tomato sticks. Call 4892126.

15' GLASS par runabout
and trailer with 50 hp
Mercury.$800. 435-4363.
75 HP ELGIN, $300 or
best offer. Call 767-6101.
15 FT. 7 in. bass boat, 50
horse motor and trailer.
Two Browning A-5
shotguns, 12 gauge. Call
7594938 after 5 pin.
19' ARISTOCRAFT boat,
6 cylinder, 160 h.p. inboard outboard. Call
753-8004, or 753-4377
NEW 8 H.P. boat motor.
Call 759-1825 from 8-5.
MUST SELL 16' Mark
Twain. 115 Merc. Power
, tilt and trim. Excellent
shape. $2200. .Call 7672355.

Kelley's
Termite
8 Pest
Control
IOU south 13th
Moon* 753-3914
In Business Over
30 Years
Certified By EPA

RADIAL TIRE Sale Steel belted premium
grade white
wall,
GR78x14" or 15", $43.65
$2.97
FET,
plus
HR78x14" or 15", $45.42
$3.15
FET,
plus
JR78x15- or LR78x15",
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

Pisits
imairieties
...51r. for 6 plants

litt

COMPARE
ROTO
SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

LARGE sELECTION of
new Magnavox console
stereos for only $12.00
per month. Clayton's
( Fornlerly J tte B ,
Music), 753-7575.
WANTED RESPONSIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music), 753-7575.
DON'T BE MISLED. We
will not be undersold..
Your Zenith Dealer for
Murray and Calloway
County, Tucker T.V.
Sales and Service, 1914
Coldwater Rd.
SISSON'S Zenith can save::
you $20 or more on TVs,
stereos, video recor-;:
ders. One year free.:
service on all color TVs..':
Shop, then come see us..t.:
Sisson's, 19 miles West.::
on Highway 94, 382-2174.
,k

78 MODEL Pioneer SX
. 650 receiver. Two CV.;
666 three way speakers..
Suggested retail priceP,',:
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
('all 753-4641 days, 7534
3724 after 5.

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used TV.'S

Hodge L Son, Inc.
20$ So 5th"

HARVEST GOLD portable dishwasher, 1u.2
years old, Sears. See 0.
B. Boone at Boone
Laundry and Cleaners,
605 Main Street
When

You

Think
_

-4?-: 41w,8
West Ky.

Appliance Center
Sales 8. Service
641 N.

753-4478

HOUSEBOAT, HOLIDAY
house, 25 ft. aluminum
hull. New motor, new
steam curtains, sleeps
6. fully equipped. Phone
354-6295.

Two Jet Boat
For Sole
Taylor and seri Roy
&MA in new eibiselitiso
Powered by 455 Olds
loaned at tok• Berkley
State Pork Bost Doti.

NEW
LISTING -3•
,:
bedroom mobile home in'
Rolling Acres Sub-,.
division off Hwy 280.':
Convenient to lake or
town. This home has
been remodeled for;;
comfortable permanent
living. New Central air'''.
conditioning system, 2car carport with canopy;:__
for protection from sun
and rain. Gas heat for
ec011ianx_..and -all-Iiir
nitur is included. Large:
block 12 s 20 building for -workshop or storage.
Must see all the extras ;;‘I
for only $16,995 Nelson
Shroat Co: Realtors, 7591707.
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27 Mobile Home Sales
10 X 40 two bedroom
trailer and lot at New
Concord. Call 753-0610.
=FOR SALE - 1959 Star
-''
I mobile-home, RV- x 55',
furnished, good quality
and good condition.
Phone 753-2895 or 7533482.
12 X 64 all electric, all
carpet, pantry. Underpinning, straps and
• tie downs. Like new.
$6000. Call 753-8563.

32 Apartments For Rent
APARTMENT FOR rent.
1414 Vine. No phone
calls.
FOR RENT, furnished
apartment, close to
Murray State University. Call 753-6564.
ONE ROOM apt. furnished. Working man
only $50.00 month Call
753-3685.

BEDROOM house
, trailer. Shady Oaks
, Trailer Court, 489-2533.
yRAILER FOR rent with
option to buy Lakeway
. Shores, by owner, near
lake. Phone 436-540.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
FOR
RENT
OR
- SALE TWO
COMMERCIAL buildings, 40
X 40 and 40 X 48. Can be
. rented together or
separate. Call 753-5287.
31 Want To Rent
NEED THREE TO four
bedroom house unfurnished with occupancy around June
25th. Call 753-7582.
32 Apartments For Rent
'SOUTHSIDE MANOR
APARTMENTS South
Extended.
Broad
ApMurray,
Ky.
:;] plications now being
If-taken for new one, two
and three bedroom,
VIII
Hudt, Section
... subsidized apartments.
.k Occupancy available 3060 days. Call 753-8668.
"-; Ask for Brenda Jones.
i.Equal
opportunity
housing.
STREET
OLIVE
Apartment-one room
efficiency apartment for
rent. Bath and open
closet near campus. $85
Call 753-4453 from 8-5
ONE
BEDROOM

ROOM FOR rent, international atmosphere.
Call 759-1064 after 7 p.m.
FURNISHED ROOM
with kitchen privileges
for boys. Call 753-0182 or
753-7190.
34 Houses For Rent

YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday 8 to 5. Cloths,
furniture, dishes, lots of
1011
miscellaneous.
Story Ave.
FIVE PARTY Carport
Sale, 312 N. 6th Street
Saturday. and Sunday 8
a.m.-6 p.m. Something
for everyone.
BIG MOVING SALE,
June 8,9 and 10 from 9 to
8. Office furniture, wood
desk, household items,
refrigerator,
clothes.
Four miles South of
Murray on 641 Highway
on right.
"JUDGING

c

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Spore
For Rent
753-4758
37. livestock - Supplies
FOR SALE, Hereford
cows, bred to Angus.
Also, ear corn. Call 4362139.
38 Pets

Supplies
BULL TERRIERS,
Chow-chows, Scotties
Pugs, English Setters._
Golden Retrievers,
Cockauels, Ducklings,
Goslings,
Gerbils.
Paradise Kennels, 7534106.

SALE-9-4:00
YARD
Saturday. Clothes,
cameras, hair dryers,
and
books
horse
figurines. 410 N 8th.
CARPORT
SALE
Saturday, June 6, 1700
Miller Avenue,8 a.m. to
3 p.m. Lots of nice items
to sell.
YARD
SALE. 1320
Sycamore. Friday and
Saturday, 8-1. Childrens
clothes, games and toys,
and odds and ends.
YARD SALE. Friday and
Saturday,9th and 10th,8
a.m.-5 p.m. J-2 mile west
of Stella on 121.

40 Produce
PICK
STRAWBERRIES,
North 16th and Poor
Farm Road..40 cents per
quart Open. 3 p.m. daily.
41 Public Sales
GARAGE SALE, antiques, toys, clothes.
table
and
chairs,
draperies, record
players, lots of odds and
ends.
Friday
and
Saturday from 9 to 5.,
1701 Magnolia.

ATTENTION
New building soon to be under construction, in
prime location-with OFFICE and RETAIL spare
available for leasing. If interested call...

753-7618 after 5:00

75:s- 1492
-1200 Sy.camore
loretti ?ohs-753-6079 judy johnston-4374446
Bill Payne-753-9794
Helen Spann-753-8579
Brenda Iones-753-8668 Glenda Smith-75 1-1499
Amos McCarty-753-2249

43 Real Estate
APPROXIMATELY 2
acres. Price
plus
negotiable. Erickson
Realty,527-1441.
NEW LISTING-NEAR
UNIVERSITY a simgle
family home with 3 or 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, kitchendining room'combination, utility room;
OR a two-family house
with
separate
entrances. Also a lovely
fenced yard, phis an
extra large garage and
workshop or storage
building. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 or visit our conveniently located office
at 711 Main.

Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since 1956
.
753-5646
alIRTY FIVE
acres
with water front located
at Chandler Park area
of the lake iHamlin,
Ky. Property has long
blacktop road (Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving
portion
of the
a
C.
property. John
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray,
753-0101 or 753-7531.

VVLSON

Cady 4 sits sit ud off 121
/
2 bath is
S. This lovely 3 Mt 11
ideal fee eve wile worts
large le Newthis larva
family room v.1 lane his
chew. Mu?. IS is 111
/
2
1514. Price reduced to
$37,500. Ca us Owner wan
is to relleild
3 bedroom home and 3 acres
ea 121 Seirth. Extra mice brick
Vol steno home with felinity
rem, fireplace, ell builtis
appliances, warble huh.
ether balk-hes Mont see to
appreciate. Price has be..
reduced tie $51,500, well
below replecoaseet costs

-Benton

Q

UALTI
ITY
REAL

5271468 -1539625

FOR SALE, 2 acres more
or less about 1 mile east
on Hwy. 94. Good 8 room
home, full basement,
disposal, stove,
refrigerator, fire place,
double garage. 2 storage
buildings, 2 moble home
hook-ups, City water.
$47,500. Galloway
Realty, 505 Main, Ph.
753-5842.

THE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707
"
twig mu *arose C•nt

WINNING
COMA
BINATION a good home
and a good price. Just
listed very attractive 2
bedroom home with
kitchen, formal dinning
room, and living room
with fireplace and
heatalator. Extra income potential with
upstairs, one bedroom
apartment. Located in
nice neighborhood.
bonus:
Extra
Assumable FHA 8.
percent loan. Priced at
$35,000. Phone KOP
PERUD REALTY, 7531222 for full-time
professional Real Estate
Service.
PEAL)FIS

n
80119 MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753 8080
V v• vf 4-VW vrva I !vier% Icrli
IA IS !le,Friendly Touch"

SP_Sir) 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753.1651

REDO-AN OLDIE-make
her shine,, Have your 3
acres and house up to
date. Has 50 x 20 block
building besides. Make
an offer. Also don't
forget to watch for our
ad on the building page
of the paper each
Tuesday. If you have
any questions On any of
our ads, please call or
come by our office and
pick up our new
brochure. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

OPBUSINESS
PORTUNITY-A youna
growing retail toy
sale.
business for
Located in one of
Murray's new showing
ceaters, this store
reran* a wide variety
and selection of creative
play items for all ages of
children. Owner wants 4
offer. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222

•

It Doesn't Have To Be
A Dream. You can enjoy a country estate in
This , !spacious
3
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
veneer home on 11 .
neiit Welt
v734"‘
--acres with good Hwy..7.
Guy Spann Realty
frontage. Exceptional
value. Boyd-Majors
Vow ley Null@
In Nevi istate
Real Estate, 105 N.
753 7724
12th.
401 Sycamore

Myr rey Ky

30 Acres. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P. 0
Box 223, Mayfield, Ky.
42066.

FIVE CHOICE acres,
partially cleared with
paved road frontage in
Brewer, Ky. Call 4892195 after 5 p.m.

1971 FORD MAVERICK.
automatic, radio, low
mileage, excellent
condition. Call 753-7853.

1975 DODGE TRUCK,
automatic, power
steering and br akes,AM
radio, two new 8 ply mud
and snow tires on back.
Less than 45,000 miles.
Excellent
condition
inside and out. Runs
perfect. $23.50: Call 4365680.
FOR SALE,-.1962 Ford
Bus, 36 passenger. Call
436-5436 after 5 p.m.
1973 MONTE CARLO,
Reasonable
loaded.
offer,753-6660 or 6121.

47 Motorcycles
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.

IT AIN'T.necessarily so
that good things must
cost a lot...2 bedroom
1971 SUZUKI TM 400 trail
recently
frame
bike. Excellent conredecorated and just
dition. Less than 1,000
new
looking
for
miles. $625. Call 753-0728
owners._ large lot in.
after 5 p.m.
East School District.
I,oretta Jobs Realtors,
1977 Y Z 80 excellent
, 753-1492:
condition also want to
buy dune buggy. Call
753-8490.

Want To
Buy On
Land
Contract

49 Used Cars & Trucks
49 Used Cars & Trucks

1976 HONDA CB 360T.
Like new. $750 or trade
for car or truck. Call 7538124.
BSA CUSTOM CHOPPER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden
less than 10 miles. Very
reasonable must sell.
Call 1454-6206. Serious
inquiries only.
48 Automotive Service

FOR SALE 1974 Ford
Mustang II. Clean and
sharp. Phone 753-5108
after 6 p.m. and on
Sunday.
FOR SALE, 1957 Ford 4
door, $75. 489-2118.
1973 FORD F-100 pickup
truck. $1500. 759-1807.
FOR SALE 1965 V.W.
good condition, $350.
Call 753-4054 after 5 p.m.
SALE,
1955
FOR
Chevrolet 2 door, 6
cylinder automobile.
Body is rough, motor
and transmission very
good. Call 753-4094 after
5 p.m.
FOR SALE: 1968 Ford
240-6
ton
pickup.
cylinder, straight shift.
55,000 actual miles. Call
436-2336.
'74 CHEVROLET pickup, Custom 10, long
wheel base, 44,000 actual
miles, $2600. 7534463.

TRUCK TIRE Sale Hiway tread, 700105", b

inflA
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

"Preamsciaal Serv ices
W101iThelInencily Touch'

Money
Make
Heti:T.7th & OliVeredecorated duplex on
corner, commercially
zoned lot. Potential
future bonzana, collect
rent on one side, live in
the other. Call about
this one today. BoydMaier§ Real Estate,
105N. 12th.
44 Lots For Sale
LARGE
WOODED
WATER front lake lot.
On Blood River lake.
Call 436-2427.

ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin
Hardware,
Paris.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968-80 PASSENGER bus.
Excellent for church
use. Call 753-4377 or 7538004.
CHEVROLET
1973
pickup. Lots of extras.
Excellent condition. Call
437-4836 after 6 p.m.
PLYMOUTH
1969
Satellite wagon, $450.
Call 753-7861 9 to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
1973 PONTIAC Catalina,
full power and air. Local
Car. Good condition.
$1100 Call 753-0814.

1873 HONDA

350, $450

1975 Olds Starfire, local
car. $2850. Both in excellent condition. 7530605.
'75 FORD LTD 4-door
Brougham. Loaded with
extras, local car, excellent condition. 753_
7812.
1974 LTD Country Squire
Station Wagon. All
power and air. In extra
good condition with new
tires. $1750.00. Phone 1354-6217.

FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
radio,
AM -FM
television, speakers
front and rear, couchbed, ice box, sink, portapotti, carpeted, air
conditioned. Call 7530476.
1968 DODGE PANEL
truck, good condition.
Boone
at
Inquire
Laundry and Cleaners,
605 Main.
PLYMOUTH
1971
BARRACUDA, 6 cyl.
automatic, power
steering, good condition, excellent gas
mileage.$850. 753-7475.
USED CARS.'71 olds
cruiser,
beefed-up
station wagon, air ,
power, radial tires, good
condition. $895. '73
Dodge pick-up, short
and wide, 6 cyl., $1295.
489-2595.
1975 DODGE 4 wheel
drive, automatic, power
steering and brakesst.4.*-White spoke wheels. Call
435-4383.
1976 MUSTANG, $2900.
1973 Toyota station .
1972
wagon, $800.
Cutlass. 1972 Toyota
wagon, $1000. 1971
Chevrolet Impala, $800. •
All cars are good _
mechanical and have a
good body. 1060 Oldsmobile $200. Good
mechanical. If you don't
like our prices make an
offer. Call 436-2145.
SEVERAL USED pickups
and cars in stock.
Murray Ford Tractor,
759-4895.
1969 FORD Galaxie 500 4
door automatic power
steering, brakes, air.
Low milage, spare
never used. Local car,
like new. 753-7523.

CHEVROLET
1974
custom-delux pick-up.
power
Automatic,
steering, blue and
white, excellent condition. $2495. Call 4892595
JUST RECEIVED 150
sal-ir
-age. trucks.
Everything must go.
Call West Side Auto
Parts, 502-684-2391 or
come to Highway 641
South, Taylor Motors
Truck Yard.

Nornbuckle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Stree
NEW OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Friday -7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price Shave $1.25
Price Hair cut $1.50
Call 753-3685.

45 Farms For Sale

753-1213 AarPim

•
•viv

FOR SALE 7'1 acres,
well of water, 2 trailer
hookups. I mile from 94
East and Kenlake Golf
course. Call 437-4617.
/phi

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS almost new 4 3-1 1,2, CARPETED,
bedroom home just
central H & A, garage,
listed. Lovely design
fireplace,
fenced,
and ideal location across
Lynnwood Estates, 753the
0717 after 4.
street
from
Robertson Elementary
School and one block FOR SALE-By owner, 3
bath,
bedroom, 2
from University camfireplace, appliances,
pus. Central heat and air
hardwood, some carper,
and an economic price
storage, shady lot, good
make this home an
location. 217 South 15th.
excellent choice on
Call 759-1768 for aptodays market. Priced
under $40,000. Phone
pointment.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for an ap- SHERWOOD FORESTthree bedroom brick,
pointment to see this
formal living area, large
home today.
circular
den
with
fireplace, kitchen-dining
combination, central air
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate and heat, other built-ins,
large corner lot. Phone
Southside Court Square
753-2452.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
11111111111111111111111111111111M1111111

43 Real Estate

LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
YARD SALE,Saturday 7your family. Fully
carpeted throughout
6, at the C. E. Cain
home has living room,
Home on 641 North. Lots
dining room, large den
of different items. New
and abundant storage.
Concord Pentecostal
Priced at only $31,900.
Church-Sponsor.
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222 or
YARD SALE, Wedcome by our connesday,. Thursday,
veniently located office
Friday and Saturday.
in the White HoUse
North 16th Ext. One mile
Building, 711 Main for
North of Five Points.
all your real estate
42 Horne loans
needs.
GOVERNMENT
GUARANTEED loans
815,000-550,000.
Other
business loans venture
and mortage money
unlimited. Call collect 1502-443-0835.

PLEASURE
THERAPY...Cure for
those city blahs! ! Here
is a 3 bedroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the
plush catpeted living
room or family room
with fireplace or down
the carpeted hall to the 3
bedrooms with pegged
floor and 2 decorative
baths.. Southwest
School District. Loretta
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492.

-Light House Keeper's House" You've been
waiting for this one Absolutely the MOST charming house! Panoramic view to the lake on thtee
sides from the knoll-Two bedrooms, 2 baths, two
fireplaces, cathedral ceiling - Basement with
garage - First time on market. Directions: Turn
South on Hwy. 93 in Eddyville to the Palisades
Subdivision sign. Turn right on Palisades
Drive.

Slto

II1C

197/1 United Feature,Syr

TWO PARTY garage
sale, Saturday,_8-?. 1515
Canterbury Ortve.

43 Real Estate

Open House
Fri. and Sat. -9 to 6
Sunday -12 to 6

10

FROM MY MAIL, MY
AE FOR MV PROCONSTITUENTS
ELEGANT JUNQUE.
2T0
GRAM
L'
Pony saddle, books,

FOR RENT 3 bedroom
games, puzzles, anbrick. near University.
tiques,
out-of-state
Available now. Call 753- ,
imports. 1003 Westgate,
3942.
Gatesboro, Friday,
Saturday, 9-?
NICE UNFURNISHED
HOUSE, 4 miles East.
GARAGE SALE, 1704
City water. Garden
Magnolia. Rain or shine.
Couples. No
pets.
Friday and Saturday.
References. Call 753Household items,
7551.
clothes, school desk,
36 For Rent Or Lease
toys and games. Many
other items.
FOR LEASE- building,
3400 sq. ft. 121 Bypass.
Call 753-3111 or 753-6869. YARD SALE-Sherwood
afForest Friday
FOR RENT OR lease-5
ternoon, Saturday.
offices, excellent conStroller, high chair, a
dition. Located 703 South
baby swing for gymaet,
4th Street. Call 753-5287.
walker, clothes, fur. niture,miscellaneous.

APARTMENT
Especially built for
persons using wheel
t chair, walker or cane:
t, or legally blind, rent
based on income
, Southside
Manor
Apartments.
753-11661
•

11=111111

33 Rooms For Rent

29 Mobile Home Rentals

TWO

46. Homes For Sale

Reduced! Reduced'
Owner said to sell this
5 bedroom, 2 bath,
ireorey 8. V. home on
3,7 acres. Large living
j
root
room,
With
is newly
flrep cc
reduced listing is a
Only
see!
$47.900 Boyd-Majors
Heal Estate, 105 N.
12th
swftlosiss.

80 ACRE Tennessee
Farm; 14 miles southwest of Murray, good
house, it tillable, black
top road, $62,000. 4988638.

June is "Bustin" out all over
& so are Kopperud Really Signs!

46 Homes For Sale
THREE-BEDROOM, 21,2
bath, 2400 sq..,L new,
home with firepliee, 2
car garage. Well insulated. On 121 North.
Low 40's Call 189-2749.

BY OWNER. Located on
Circarama Drive. 3
bedroom brick ranch
home, Pt bath, carpeted living room,
dining area, bedrooms
Garage built-in,
refrigerator, range,
_dishwasher, disposal,
and curtains with horn.
Dinning and kitchen
area ccuxibined..lots of
rabinets and storage
area. 753-4673.
HOUSE FOR sale by
owner. 3 bedroom brick,
carpeted, $27,500. 1509
layshire, 753-0119.

49 Used

1 973
CHALLIl
yellow al
steering,
automati
Holly Ca
car. Go
$1450. Ca

FOR SAL
A-1 condi
or best
2858 after

1978 PON'
4331.

'75 CUTL
White on
air. 436-2(

1970 PON1
Can be so
Carpet CI

FOR
S
Chevrolet
miles, p
air, aul
camper.
disk. 11
tires. Cal

--1PROFESSELL '
Formula
radials, a
Call 759-1.
S. 14th.

1973 MEI
tego, poi
FM stere
work, Ill
pickup n
needs svc
753-2893 a
50 Campe

Western
Trailer S
vice, Roul
Cadiz, Ky
8507.

1977 MID,
Home. C
Brakes-St
trans. A.
contained
Generatoi
Sleeps 5.
Like new,
$12,950.
Paris, TN

WHITES
SALES !
dealer. '
good thir
Starcraft.
travel tra,
parts an(
Toppers
campers.
way, 4

Murray.

51 Services

BEAUTIFY
with light%
install Elc
No costly
foundation
fireproof
product. L
cot of ni
Use for in
tenor. An
it-yourself
wW install
from
ou
Timber-Lor
Fireplace,
Market St
Tenn. 3824i
642-1328.

Two 1
ceramic
fireplacl
built-ins
garages
Owne
$110,000.

FON OLE

KOPPERUD

HOUSE FOR sale by
owner. 3 bedroom, one
bath, brick, paved drive,
chain link fence, sun
deck, central heat and
air, fully carpeted.
newly decorated. Approximately 1A2 acre lot
locatid in Lynnwood
Estates,
2
miles'
southeast of Murray
$39,900. 753-3922.

A

REALTY

753.1222
SOLD

70

44weakmemme

SPE
Oh,
The.
lear a
lone
.now.

The Sign of the Times'
For Fast Results On The Soh Of Your Home, Litt With Kepi-stud Reek/

KOPPERUD
REALTY!!!
Ph 753-1222

?Il Maio

v
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Trucks
Led van.
reo, C.B.,
radio,
speakers
r, couchrik, Port-ated, air
Call 753PANEL
condition.
Boone
Cleaners,

'MOUTH
a, 6 cyl.
power
ood conllent gas
753-7475.
.'71 olds
cruiser,
gon, air
tires, good
$895. '73
•up, short
cyl., $1295.
V,
4 wheel.
iatic, power.
id brakes.
wheels. Call

$2900.
.a station ,
1972
100.
72 Toyota
000. 1971
npala, $000.
are good
and have a
1060 Old200. Good
If you don't
....es make an
136-2145.
SED pickups
in stock.
ird Tractor,

,Iralaxie 500 4
natic power
brakes, air.
age, spare
I. Local car,
53-757.3.

EVROLET
us pick-up.
power
c,
blue and
cellent con95. Call 489-

!EIVED 150
trucks.
k must go.
Side Auto
!-684-2391 or
Highway 641
ylor Motors

iS

FATh1il,J011

49. Used ears & Trucks

1973
DODGE
CHALLIENCER,
yellow and black, power
steering, power brake,
automatic, air, 340 with
Holly Carburetor. Nice
car. Good condition.
$1450. Call 753-8124.

EXPERIENCED MAN
will do interior wood
working finish carpentry, and cabinet
finishing. Call 4354150
evening.

ROOFING
No job too small. Excellent references.

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
'Owner has other interest. Price
010,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301

J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
328-8567 call collect.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove.
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

Oh,we were. Isn't everyone?
They say. . everywhere You go you
hear about the fantastic things being
done with it today. You be in the
Come see it all at

SEPTIC TAM PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.
BYARS BROTHERS &
SON - General home
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.
BUSH HOGGING and
discing. Call 753-1261.
SPECIAL OFFER introducing new vinyl
siding by Alcoa. Free
gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Brothers and
Sons, 354-8951 or 3624895.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7/326.
WILL DO baby' sitting in
my home. Four years
and up. References, 7534732.

WHAT TO SELL:
DOUBLE SALES:
Deciding what to sell
can be difficult and
confusing. The best
way to keep track of
what things you would
like to sell is to go
through your house jotting down items as you
go. Things like excess lawn mowers and
garden tools make excellent sale items. Hand
trimmers and other hand shop and garden
toe. that you have replaced with electric
ones are big items. Old baskets and buckets
also make a good display place for odd tools
and an assortment of other small items. Old
chairs, especially wooden ones, surplus lamps,
rugs, and good-condition patio furniture are
all popular sale items. Check your attic,
basement, and garage for literally anything
you have no need for. Good clothing the
children may have outgrown, things you no
longer wear, old style fur coats or dresses you
may have hidden for a decade or so are now
"campy" items that will bring a fair price at
your sale.

LENGTH OF THE SALE:

FOR SALE, decorative
rock, rip-rap, also
driveway rock, call or
see Roger Hudson, 7534545 or 753-6763.

Generally speaking,
the best sale run is
three days; the first
day belonging to the
professional shoppers,
the second to the
amateurs and browsers, and the third to clean
up and clear out. Since test studies show the
best paper to advertise in is Thursday's, the
logical day to start the sale is Friday and run
it through the weekend. Selling on the weekend allows those many working people to
attend. And with a three day run, those ,vho
came the first day can spread the word to
more people the second day and so on. Many

A TO Z Construction
home building and
remodeling. Repairs of
all kinds. No job too big
or too small. Call 4374338.

of your big items may be sold by the first
afternoon, so at the end of each day reconsider your 'prices and mark dOwn any items
you think may be overpriced. By the third
day, all prices should be slashed. Prepare to
clear everything out.

WILL DO ALL TYPES
carpenter work. Experienced. Large or
small
jobs.
Free
estimates. Call 527-1023.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
p.m.

PIANO TUNING and
1' repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
NEED
TREES
or
shrubbery
or
cut
trimmed/ Call George
1.andolt, 753-4707.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
;4 Free Column

Thornton Tile
and Marble
'Quaids that will please'

FIVE FREE kittens. 4354180 before 2 in afternoon.

753-5719

Selling is an economic experience; but a
garage WS is much more than just working
with numbers on a page. Such a sale involves
the entire psychology of buying and selling,
trading and dealing. Once you've held one,
you are sure to find it an interesting, friendly
and profitable experience. The following are
some handy tips to help make your garage
sate a success.

ALL TYPES backhoe and
Septic tank work.-- Field
tile lines installed, 28
experience.
years
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

TREE' '1E1TIT,NS=Crey
11041111111rtclh.
mousers.
good
housebroken Call
5502.

,,12 So. 9th

you've decided to hold a garage sale. Perhaps
you have too many stored goods and not
enough storage space; or maybe you just need
a little cash. At any rate, a garage sale is a
great way to mix fun and profit.

LICENSED
ELEC-1
TRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

PHONE
502-685-4961
SPEAKING OF MARBLE

the Garage Sale way

759-4615

FOR SALE, 1968 BUICK SPRAY PAINTING of all
A-1 condition. Price $500
kinds. Metal roofs,
or best offer. Call 753barns, farms and
2858 after 6 p.m.
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.
1978 PONTIAC. Call 7534331.
INSULATION
BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
'75 CUTLASS Supreme.
these high heat and
White on red, power and
cooling bills. Call Sears
air. 436-2427.
753-2310
free
for
estimates.
1970 PONTIAC GTO,$500.
Can be seen at Discount
Carpet Center.
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING
FOR
SALE,
1971
sealing, patching
Chevrolet pickup, 30,000
striping. For free
miles, power steering,
estimates call 753-1537.
air, automatic, with
camper. 6 Foot Ford
disk. 11-2-28 tractor WILL SPRAY barns, roof
tires. Call 753-3942.
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Estimates. Call 753-6878
PROFESSOR " MUST
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
SELL '71 Firebird,
Formula 350. New
radials, air, below book. FENCE SALES at Sears
Call 759-1348 or see at 104
now. call Sears 753-2310
S. 14th.
for free estimates for
your needs.
1973 MERCURY Montego, power, air,- AMGUTTERING BY SEARS
FM stereo, needs body
Sears continuous gutter
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
installed , per your
pickup runs but motor
specifications.
Call
needs work, $300. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
estimates.
50. Campers
WATCH AND CLOCK
Western Ky. Trave
repair. Call 759-1231.
Serand
Trailer Sales
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522- PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
8507.
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
1977 MIDAS 22' Motor
Home. GMC C&C, P. ANY
KIND
OF
Brakes-Steering - Auto.
HAULING in city or
trans. Air. Fully self
county. Call 759-1247
contained. Roof air,
or 753-9685.
Generator, 14' Awning.
MOBILE HOME ANSleeps 5. 4500 act. miles.
CHORS, underpinning
Like new. Ready to go.
awnings, carportar)and
$12,950. Jim Diggs.
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Paris,TN 901-642-4724.
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES your starcraft
CARPET CLEANING at
dealer. You've got a
reasonable rates.
good thing going with
Prompt and efficient.
Starcraft. Compete line
Custom Carpet Care,
travel trailers, pop ups,
753-1335.
parts and accessories.
Toppers and
used
PROFESSIONAL window
campers. East 94 Highcleaner. Private homes
way, 4 miles from
and
stores,
home
Murray. Call 753-0605.
repairs. 20 years experience. Call 901-78251 Services Offered
5981.
BEAUTIFY your home
with lightweight easy-toBACKHOE WORK,septic
install Eldorado Stone.
tank, gravel and dirt
No costly footings or
hauling. Call 753-5706 or
foundations. 100 percent
753-5808.
fireproof
masonary
FOR YOUR septic tank
product. Less than the
and backhoe work
cost of natural stone.
needs. Also septic tank
Use for interior or excleaning. Call John
terior. An excellent doLane. Phone 753-8669 or
it-yourself project or we
436-5348.
will install. Buy direct
from
our factory.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
Timber-Lodge Stone and
exterior, Also dry wall
Fireplace, 706
N.
finishing. 10 years exMarket Street, Paris,
.perience. Call 436-2563,
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901RaIph Wprley.
642-1328.

BARKLEY LAKE

Easy Money!

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

Some garage sale enthusiasts prefer a one day
sale, but such sales should be left to the
experienced. Many things can go wrong in one
day and there is no chance to make up for it
the next day. In the case of a one day sale,
however, a rain date should always be given.

PRICING:

If you have looked
through your house
and gathered a fair
amount of goods but
not really enough to
make 'a sale worth- ,
while check with a neighbor or friend and see
if you can go halves on a sale. There are many
advantages of the double sale besides the
campanionship and the sharing of ideas. You
can split the cost of advertising, have help on
pricing and moving of goods, plus you'll
benefit from more word of mouth advertising
with two doing the talking. Separate
inventories for double sales can easily be kept
straight by color coding the price tags or
marks and corresponding items on the
inventory sheet.
With confusion at a minimum, you might find
that the extra moral support from
a
partnership is indispensable. Even with a large
amount of sale items, it's fun to join with a
friend who has a large inventory too, making
it the biggest sale of all times. Custbrners like
to see a lot of merchandise, so keep their eyes
rolling with tables and tables of goods.

First and foremost,
mark prices on
EVERYTHING you
want to sell. This saves
the customer the time
and energy of asking.
Begin your pricing by first listing all your
goods by category on an inventory sheet.
Antiques must always be priced separately
from non-antique goods and must not be
confused. In pricing clothing, a suggested
price for good quality or better used clothing
is one eighth the original cost. If you can't
remember the original price, check with one
of the many mail order catalogues like Sears,
Wards, or Penneys, etc. . . and work from
there. These catalogues can help you price all
of your goods if you use their price as a base
and take into account the condition of your
item and from there, work down in price.
Electrical appliances that still work should
sthrt at 1/3 the' original cost and work down
in price depending on use and condition.
Remember that discount stores and factory
sales tend to bring down the price of an
appliance, due to cheap availability.
Don't forget to color code your price tags or
marks if you are-involved in a double sale; and
when possible, use a china marker, chalk, or
some other non damaging pen instead of
paper or tape tags. You know your own handwriting, and this method of marking safeguards your merchandise from accidental tag
•
switching.

ADVERTISING:
Here's the important
part. You can't have a
sale without adver•
tising'
.and there are
many kinds. Probably
the easiest and cheapest is the simple wordof-mouth method.
Good news travels
quickly, and talking it up never hurts.
Don't
forget to place index cards, and
polle in the
local laundromat, grocery store
and school
bulletin board. These signs are a great
way to
gather interest from different neighborhoods.
Spreading the word and posting the signs are
well worth the effort, but by far the most
effective form of advertising is found in the
Classified Section of the newspaper. These
little ads are read religiously by bargain
hunters everywhere. One small well-worded
ad is worth a thousand well placed signs.

SETTING UP
YOUR SALE:
The day before your
sale, go to the bank
and get plenty of small
bills and change. It
never fails, someone
will always have a
twenty dollar bill for a fifty cent item. A
small adding machine, if you own or can
borrow one, will dome in handy and help
keep your sales straight. Set up a headquarters
table convenient for your customers and
where you can keep an eye on the entire sale.
Never leave the store unattended. Keep your
change in a box, your adding machine, paper,
pencils, tags, sacks and boxes for purchases all
at this one table and everything will run
smoothly. Hang clothes on a rack or line for
easy access and provide a mirror for people
trying on hats and outerwear. If weather
permits, roping off your cement driveway
increases your display space and saves wear
and tear on your lawn. Place sale items in
isle -like rows, so everything is easily
accessible. Leave plenty of waiking room to
minimize accidents and breakage.

The best overall formula for writing your ad is
to begin with a few of the large items, include
a catch-all phrase to spark interest and finish
with a clear address or easy to follow
directions to your sale. For example:

"GARAGE SALE of the Century!
Power lawn mower, 3-piece sofa
'set, cast iron bath tub, plus some
great antiques and clothes, clothes.
clothes. Fascinating items, too
numerous to mention. Follow Park
Road North to Bonnie Lane-follow
signs to 5308 Tower Drive."

In most cases it is better not to give your
phone number in the ad, since you may end
up answering the phone and losing prious
sale time. Run your Classified ad two or three
days n aydovuarn cad
e ,ofthA
an ed_ sale
ethe
e.eg
sale. Many newspapers have special weekly
rates and_sqn
re
_ have four, day rates for weekends. Check it out. Andityou.have difficulty
wording
r at
nTh"igp
-Wu
fOT ma" x imum results!

Remember to place large, clearly printed
GARAGE SALE signs at key locations, main
road entrances, intersections and turns. Large
arrows the same color as the signs help 4irect
&lye's your way.
•
1

CALL 7534916 TODAY
Ii
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I Deaths and Funerals]
Jack McLaughlin Is
Dead At Age Of 58;
Funeral Is Sunday
Jack McLaughlin died
Friday at 12:5 a.m at his
home on Murray Route Three.
He was 58 years of age and his
death followed a brief illness.
The Calloway man was a
retired employee of the U. S.
Steel Corporation, had served
as a union representative for
the past sixteen years-! was a
veteran of World War II; a
member of the United
Presbyterian Church of
Merrillville, Ind., where he
served as a deacon; a member
of Lake Lodge No. 5 Free and
Accepted Masons. Crown
Point, Ind.; and a member of
Lodge
Moose
of
the
Valparaiso, Ind.
The deceased was preceded
in death by one sister, Miss
Mary Catherine McLaughlin.
Born Aug. 13, 1919, in East
Liverpool, Ohio. he was the
son of the late Martin Thomas
McLaughlin and Margaret
Weisond McLaughlin.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Gloria Ann McCoy
McLaughlin, Murray Route
Three, to whom he was
married on March 17, 1942:
one daughter, Mrs. Stanley
Deborah s Bridges, and her
husband, Stanley. Third
Street. Cadiz; one brother,
Martin Thomas McLaughlin.
Somerset. N. J.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home. Cadiz, with the Rev.
Harold Lassiter officiating.
Burial will-follow in the Trigg
Memory Acres, Cadiz.
Fnends may call at the
funeral home.

Services for Robert E.
Thornburg. Sr.. will be held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro.
Kenneth Hoover officiating.
Burial will follow .in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
today Saturday.
The deceased, age 69, former resident of Hamlin. died
Thursday at 9:05 p.m. at his
home in Venice. Fla. He was
president of the Keruana Lake
Shores Division at Hamlin.
and was a member of the
Murray Moose Lodge arid-.
Elks Lodge of East Chicago.

m.

Mr. Thornburg,. Sr.. is
survived by his wife. Mrs.
Anna Hulen Thornburg.
Venice, Fla.; one daughter.
Mrs. Roberta Hill. Peru, Ind.;
one son, Robert E. Thornburg,
Jr Ann Arbor, Mich.; step
son. James Provine, Calvert
City: one brother, Charles
Thornburg, Cedar Lake, Ind.;
six grandchildren.

Mrs. Cunningham's
Funeral Is Today
The funeral for Mrs. Flora
Cunningham of Murray Route
Five Will be held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Kenneth Todd officiating. Burial will follow in
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Cunningham, age 77,
died Friday at four a.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. Her husband, Dennis
Cunningham, died Jan. 20,
1963. She was a member of the
Bethany Baptist Church, and
was born Sept. 9, 1900, in
Calloway County to the late
Mr. and Mrs. Alasha Edwin.
on
include
Survivors
daughter, Mrs. Mary Rust,
and two sons, Odell and Edwin
Cunningham, Murray Route
Five; one sister, Mrs. Bertha
Whitlow, Westland, Mich.;
five grandchildren; nine great
grandchildren.

Final rites for Anthony
Mennaghan of Murray Route
Five will be held Monday at
nine a.m. at St. Leo's Catholic
Church. where he was a
member, with the Rev. Martin
Mattingly officiating. Burial
will follow in the Dogwood
Cemetery, Charleston, Mo..
Friends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home after
one p.m. Sunday.
Mr. Mennaghan, age 71,
died Thursday at 7:45 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired
chef for Breck. Inc., and was
born April 21, 1907, to the late
Michael Mennaghan and
Katie Riley Mennaghan of
Ireland.
The Calloway man is survived by his wife, Mrs. Marie
Lane Mennaghan, Murray
Route Five; four sisters, Miss
Nora Mennaghan,Springfield,
Mass., Mrs. Birdie Nally, NITs•
Mary Henehian, and Mrs.
Kathryn Connolly, all of
Ireland; three brothers,
Michael, Thaddeus, Martin
Mennaghan,all of Ireland.

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
I Stared
openmouthed
6 Precipitous
11 Refund
12 Analyzes
as sentence
14 City in Russia
15 Vessels
17 Note of
scale
18 Danish land
division
19 Fruit cakes
70 Snake
21 Sun god
22 Bristles
73 Parcel of
Land
24 Scoffed
28 Profit's
27 Young girl
28 Son of
Adam
29 Mortific a
lion
31 Amass
34 Indefinite
number
15 Users of
opiates
(slang)
36 Three-toed
sloth
37 Goal
38 Grasps
.39 ShadO free
:40 1-0117 (abb.
41 Old-woman
42 Heraldic
bearing
43 Deadly
45 Sprinter '
47 Speak in
slow
lengthened

Friday's Puzzle Solved
tone
CM
P STI
48 Spirited
OM 33311101 MO
horse
C131313t3 3013030
DOWN
31111 233133
1 European
131133 33 /OMB
2 Encourage
1333 GICIF311 R113110
3 Crony
[13 3,107111111 1
(collo(' 1
13333 00100 0
4 Latin con13'331;13
GM
!unction
11111113M1 3133
5 Argues
0331133 3130311
6 Freshet
BM 333113 3
7 Makes lace
G33 33(133 3
8 Bitter vetch
telope
33 Measure9 Plural end26 Strong
ment deing
wind%
vice
10 Individual
28 Pennies
11 Bellows
35 Boring tool
(collo(' /
38 Eat away
13 Clans
29 Aroma
16 Toward the
39 Sea eagle
mouth
30 Transmitted 41 Exclamation
19 Brief
42 Number
with the
44 Initials Of
20 Place in line
hand
22 Disreput26th presi31 Wind spiable
dent
rally
23 Buckets
48 Guide's low
32 Hailed
25 African annote
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The First Baptist Church
will have worship services on
Sunday, June 11, at 10:45 a.m.
and seven p.m.

Fraaces Drake
FOR SUNDAY,JUNE IL 1978
What kind of day --seal vancernent. Forget pas,.
tomorrow be' To find out what disappointments. Your mind
the stars say, read the forecast should be on present aspirations
given for your birth Sign.
and future goals.
AQU ARIUS
ARIES
, Jan, 21 to Feb. 191
Mar 21 to Apr. 201 eratA
Generous Uranus influences
It may be easier for you to
handle unusual or difficult tasks stimulate your adaptability and
now than to make progress in inventiveness, heighten your
routine affairs. Boredom with imagination. Much can be done
the latter could stymie you, but on a day such as this.
PIS('ES.
press on!
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
TAURUS
There is a tendency to
Apr. 21 to May 211 tietif7
Take a close look at factors vacillate now. Avoid it. If you
which influence your decisions. seem bogged down in efforts.
Try to build a sturdier platform take time to reorgaru.ze. New
to insure- a more successful methods could help.
assault on objectives_ And do
YOU BORN TODAY are full
NOT lose faith in them
of life and love of it! You have a
GEMINI
penchant for unusual activities
i May n to June 21
Indeed, you like activity itself,
There are tendencies toward
and normally get many things
impulsiveness
and
emotionalism. Don't yield to done while others are still
such inclinations. Make thinking them over. But you
tend to overtax yourself. Learn
thoughtful decisions, act calmly
to relax.
and delibefately.
CANCER
, June22 to July 23 COO
What is expedient may not be
the best for all concerned, so be
-When Life Rages!" will be
careful of the route you select.
the subject of the sermon by
Take nothing for granted.
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos,
LEO
t July 24 to Aug. 23J2
minister of the First Chistian
Some of the things you have
Church, at the 10:45 a.m.
manage
before
been able to
Worship services on Sunday,
may be harder to control now.
June 11.
But, with an extra, bit of
The Chancel Choir, directed
determination, you can -make
by Margaret Porter with
it."
VIRGO
maxine Clark as organist, will
Lc Aug. 24 to Sept. 23 , -r
sing the anthem,"The King of
Ease up if week was busy.
Love My Shepherd Is." The
Catch your breath and take a
flowers will be furnished by
good look where you are
the Wear-Helm Service Circle
headed. Should you change your
Class in memory of deceased
objectives? Or your tactics? A
time for thought.
LIBRA
rit
!Sept. 2410 Oct. 23)-a 4-.0
You may find yourself hoping
for opportunity while actually
standing still. This must not be.
Take the reins and DRIVE
toward your goals.
SCORPIO
I Oct. 24 to Nov. M)nt,&
Extra responsibilities indicated. Tackle regular duties
first, then take On what you can
— within reason. Don't overcrowd your schedule.
SAGITTARIUS
.10ct. 24 to Dec. 211
A big day for big doings. Use
your best assets and you can
considerably help promote new
plans, improve and organize
effectively Do not hesitate to
take forward steps. C APRICORN
, Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id
Stellar influences favor those
who are soundly progressive.- A
good period for REAL ad-

=, A

"What Does It Take To Turn
People To The Lord?" with
scripture from Amos 4:6-12
will be sermon topic by the
church pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Bill Whittaker at the morning
hour. Speical music will be a

duet by Judy Henry and
Martha Kirk, and a selection
by the Church Choir. Owen
Billington will serve as deacon
of the week.
At the evening hour the
minister of education, G. t.
Moody, will speak on the
subject, "Israel—Land of
Destiny" with scripture from
Genesis 13:14-15. Annie Nance
and Linda Wright will sing a

Central Baptists

duet, and a selection will be by
the church choir.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training for
the youth will be at six p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Lynne
Beatty, Miss Carol Sears,
Mrs. Joe Rezroat, Miss Dana
English, Miss Lisa English,
and Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Woods.

Bro. John Dale To Speak Sunday For Church Of Christ
Bro. John Dale will speak Anderson, Steve Simmons,
on
"Years
Round Ted Howard, Jerry Bolls,
Christianity" with scriptures Keith Farley, Earl Nanny,
from Acts 24:24-25 at the 8:30 Max Farley, Tim Stephens,
a.m. and 10:40 a.m. worship John C. Steele, and Max
services on Sunday, June 11. Walker.
at the Seventh and Poplar
Presiding for The Lord's
Church of Christ.
Supper will be Billy Nix, Ken
His sermon topic at the six Barber, Roy Harmon, and
p,m. service will be "Be No
Deceived" with scripture
from James 1:22-25.
Assisting in the services will
The First Presbyterian
by Johnny Bohannon, Mark
Church, Main and Sixteenth
Pugh, Keith Boyle, Vernon
Streets, Murray, will hear the
pastor,the Rev. Buzz Rabatin,
speak at the worship services
at ten a. m. on Sunday, June
members.
11.
Del Fleming will be worship
Special music will be
leader; Tracey Eldredge and
presented by the choir with
Debbie Ross will be candle
Kathy Mowery as director and
lighters. Dr. and Mrs. David
organist. The children's
Eldredge and Mrs. Frank
sermon will precede the hymn
Holcomb will be -greeters;
and anthem.
Eugene Scott and Lyle
The Senior High Youth
Underwood will be elders:
Group will meet Sunday at
Elmer
Collins,
David
seven p.m., and the Dorothy
Eldredge, Norman Hale, Leon
Moore Circle will meet
Smith, and Steve Shaw will be
Monday at 7:30 p.m.
deacons.
The Vacation Church School
Sunday School will be at,9
for ages four through the sixth
a.m.
grade will be held June 19 and

Loris Watson. Terri Carson
will be teen nursery helper.
Serving on the extension
department will be Bernice
Wilferd, Chuck Adams, Sam
Wylie, and Donnie Winchester.
Bible study will be held at
9:40 a.m. on Sunday.

Presbyterians Will Hear Rev. Rabatin

Christian Church To Hear Dr. Roos

23 from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. Preregistration should be made
as soon as possible so plans
can be formulated for the
school.

To Hear Dr. Little
The second annual camp
meeting of the Central Baptist
Church will be held June 12-15
with the keynote speaker to be
Dr. Earl Little, pastor of
Miller Road Baptist Church,
Garland, Texas, a leader in
the Christian Legal Defense
and Education Foundation.
Many other guest speaker
will be preaching. A Bible
study will be held in the
morning with special emphasis on the family.
es and lodging will be
provided.
The church is located onefourth mile east of the Carlisle
County High School between
Milburn.
Bardwell and
Directional signs will be
posted.
The services will begin
Monday, June 12, at 1:00 p.m.
and run Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday from 9:00 a.m.
to 9:00 p.m.
The public is cordially invited, a spokesman said.

CORN - AUSTIN
Has The Clothes That
All Dad's Appreciate—SO--

Shop Corn-Austin for
Father's Day

ee#

HigherInterest
on certificates of Deposit?

The Rev. JeFrell White,
minister of the Memorial
Baptist Church, will speak on
"Strengthened In The Inner
Person" with scripture from
Ephesians 3:1-17 at the 10:50
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, June 11, at the
church.
Ralph Bogard, deacon of the
week, will assist in the services.
T. Lee will be song
direc or with Margaret
Wilk s as organist and Jane
Rogers as pianist.
"Dimensions Of Christ's
Love" with scripture from
Ephesians 3:17-21 will be the
sermon topic for the seven
p.m. services.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.m. with Elbert Thomason as
director, and Church Training
will be at six p.m. with J. T.
Lee as director.
The Children's Day Camp
will be held -from nine a.m, to
two p.m. on Friday, June 16,
at Kentucky Dam. -

Why settle for less than the best? The
Willing Bank is currently offering two
new types of Time Certificates. A new 6month Certificate issued in minimum
amounts of $10,000. Interest rate will be
tied to the average yield for Treasury
Bills. We are also offering NEW 8-Year
Certificates which pay 7.75% and yield
8.057% with a $1,000 minimum. Let us

.
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Who'll lead the way with

Holy Communion At
Memorial Church
Episcopal Church
Holy Communion will be Pastor Speaker At
celebrated at the 9:45 a. m.
worship services on Sunday. Services On Sunday
June 11, at St. John's
Episcopal Church. Main and
Broach Streets. Murray.
The. Rev. Stephen Daven-port win be celebrant with
Ray Rodden as acolyte, Steve
Hale as lay reader, and Ben
Moore in charge of the nursery.
At eleven a.m. Sunday the
congregational meeting will
be held.
LAKE DATA
- River, 7 a.m. 14.2, up 0.6 in
24 hours.
Kentucky Lake.7 a.m. 359.2.
Below dam 302.2, up 0.4.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 359.0,
down 0.3.
Below dam 315.0, up 8 7

Two Speakers Will Be Heard At First Baptist Church

Your Individual
Horoscope

show you what "Big Money" investors
have discovered — the GUARANTEED
return on high-interest Certificates of
Deposit.
Come see us today and let us help you
earn higher interest. (All of our other
savings Plans are also still available.)
We have one tailored to fit your needs at
The Willing Bank...

Member FDIC
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Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
newly appointed minister of
the First United Methodist
Church, will speak on the
subject, "The First and Last
Word," at the 8:45 and 10.50
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, June 11. His text will
be Luke 10:25-37.
Paul Shahan will direct the
music with Mrs. Richard
Farrell as organist.
Church School will be held
between the morning services
A reception for Dr Mischke,
his wife, and family, will be
held Sunday, June 11, from
three to five p.m. in the
fellowship hall of the church to
pave the members and friends
of the community an opportunity to meet the new
pastor and his family.
The Rev TVotieir
raTTA,
associate pastor, said all
Youth will plan to attend the
outing at Paris landing on
Sunday afternoon, June 18,
should notify the church office.

Substantial Interest Penalty Required For Early Withdrawal
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